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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
It is an ordinary paradox in the literary world that
popularity is one ot the least authoritative indications ot
the greatness ot a piece ot literature.

!his is daily made

evident by the spectacle ot the phenomenal rise to prominence
and the almost equally phenonemal drop into oblivion ot so
many "best sellers" on'the literary counters, books which
touch some chord of correspondence in the popular mnd.

Their

popularity can be accounted tor by timeliness, ODe ot the
qualIties

or

good lIterature it is true.

As~.

S. Eliot has

observed, when a writer is sincere he cannot help expressing
the general.tate ot mind, and the essential relation ot his
work to the society ot which he: is a part is just as import,nt
as its relation to the vast heritage ot the past.
timeliness

al~ne,

However,

although it may be its excuse tor being and

the origin ot Its vogue, may also be the cbiet cause ot a book's
becoming "dated."

ot an era is

For otten that which makes a work the tashion

ini~cal

to its general acceptance later.

Kany

timely novels, it is true, novels whose purpose was to pOint
a moral or adorn a current controversy, survive and are read
as literature, although their orbit was a limited one and
their characters involved 1n the movements and events, political,
social or religious', 'ot a particular era.

But they survive be-

cause their authors were moved prlmarlly by a creative impulse,
by the desire to see characters worklng out their destiny 1n
mutual relat10ns and on11 secondar111 by the desire to popular1ze a certain range ot ideas.

Tone thesis novel otten sur-

vives as an Interest ot the literary historian who f1nds in it
an accurate, even if not inspired, record ot sooial attitudes
or an interpretation ot the influences bearing upon the literature of a particular period.
Although it would perhaps be unfair to

0~11

the. wholly

uninspired, the novels otMrs. Humphry Ward tall into
ter

catego~.

th~clat

Among the greatest popular succeSS8S of the late

nineteenth and earlier twentieth century, they are seldom read
today, 1n spite ot the fact that they found favor not only with
the ordinary f1ction publlc but also wlth the intellectuals of
the tlme - with such men as the statesm-. Gladstone,

theBishop~

Mandell Creighton, the critlca, Walter Pater and Henn- James,.
and many others.
Several reasons eXisted for this remarkable success.
Durlng the eighties and nineties the flctlon publlc.Qad developed a.n appetitfl:; tor books of a more serious quality_

"Tone

stlrrings ot the aesthetlc movement which was to revolt against
mid-Victorian ugliness and.aterialism In art and philosophy
started In the minds of novel readers a vogue yearning towards
H1gher Things, whether these be grave studies of spiieftual
struggle or sombre depictions of stark SimplICities ot nature."l
1

"TYpes ot Popular Flction," ~imes Literarz ~uP2lement,
Karch 1, 1937, p. 343.

~e

most popular, though not the tirst ot Mrs. Ward's novels.

Robert Blsmere, appeared at the height ot this mood ot solemn
aspiration.

Its seriousness catered to the transient taste.

Tbe second cause ot the success ot Robert Elsmere and
the novels tollowing soon atter trom Mrs. Ward's pen was undoubtedly their relevance.

!hey made articulate certain

thoughts in the mind ot the general public, certain ideas which
it had been the prerogative ot a special group to express 1;n a
less attractive torm.

Bspecial17to thousands ot "honest

doubters" who wished to reconcile orthodoxy in religious beliet with the "new criticism" these stories made an appeal.
Robert Elsmere attempted a kind ot compromise between rationalis8 and tradition and was therefore tollowed'with interest
by readers ranging from the highest ot the "High" to the
broadest ot the "Broad." seeking expression for their opinions.
vindication ot them, or condemnation ot that with which they
did not agree.
Another element contributing to Mrs. Ward's repute was
her pOSition in the public eye and her connections with well
known personages.

As the granddaughter of Thomas Arnold of

Rugby and the niece of Matthew Arnold, she bad a tradition ot
literature and authority to introduce her.

Her husband.

Humphry Ward, was a leader-writer and art-critic tor the London
Times. and several. other relatives were centers ot politIcal
activity_

The sudden success with Robert

Elsm.r~

made her a

personage and proved an advertisement tor future productions

trom her pen.

Besldes her llterary activlty, trequentlythe'.
,

lnspi~ation

01' it, were her ettorts tor social

were ceaseless and untiring.

retO~lwhlch

The tounding ot a settlement

house, the encouragement 01' vacation schools and play centers
tor the children 01' the poor, her years 01' energetiC and
resourcetul campaigning against Women's Suttrage, her parliamentary electloneerlng - these and numberless other activities
throughout a long lite ltBpt England aware 01' her.
Nor was there any doubt ot her intellectual competence.
01'

this, the historlan, J. B. Green's propOlal luggesting her,

betore she was twenty, to the historian Freeman as the "best
person" to contribute to

~

volume on Spain tor an historical

dictionary he was editing was eVidence, as were her contacts
on a plane ot equality with the most prominent intellectual
personages 01' the time.

aHer contact with politics," wrote

Stephen Gwynn, "has been that 01' a minister or ex-minister;
her contact wlth art that 01' a Boyal Academician, her contact
with literature that ot an Oxford don." 2

True, learnlng does

not make the novelilt and it may be lald in agreement wlth
Mr. Gwynn that Ihe perhaps had too many

"advanta~es,"

there was not enough ot the artistic child in her.
These things [contactsJ do not make a
writer, but at least they ensured that
it she wrote a novel about politics, or
about art, or about theology, Ihe was
tully competent, lay, to give University
Extension lectures on the subject with
which she dealt.
2

!!:!. Humphry

~,

p. 15.

that

She had not been a person in trouble
about his taith, nor an acti.e politician,
nor an artist with 'his bread to earn; but
she knew as much as books could tell her
about the distinctive problem ot each,
and in each case she was personallY'well
acquainted with distinguished living
examples ot the type she studied. Thus
her work, produced at a periOd when people
were strong17 disposed to derive part ot
their culture from the more ser10us class
ot tict10n, had a high educational value;
she was both qualified and predIsposed
to instruct. Also, and this was essentIal
to her success, she had a8 much of the
true 8tore-teller l s g1ft as sufficed to
win and hold her audience.
3
Mr8. Wardls first important publIcation, a translation
of Amiel l 8 Journal Intime, was, characteristically, a 8tud7 ot
the selt-revelation ot a religious soul in ditficulties.

-

Her

first novel, Miss Bretherton, had little to recommend It.

nIn
truth, the Interesting thing about it is 1ts lack of qualit 7. n 4

..

It displayed some ot the essential characteristics wh1ch were
to mark' all the later novels.

Its characters could be aS80-

eiated w1th actual personages and 1t was possible to state its
theme a8 an abstract intellectual formula.

With Robert

E18mer~,

her 8econd novel she embarked upon her career, and in the wake

ot its success 8he launched Dav1d Grieve, Marcella, Helbeck
ot Bannisdale, Eleanor, and

~

£!!!

~

Richard Keynell, to

mention those novels most chara'cteristic ot her talent and
method.

Allot these dramatized more or less prominently,

the conflict bequeathed to the English religious mind by the

erz

IbId., pp. 15-16.
p. 19.

!DICJ.,

great controversy between rationalism and tradit10n which had
raged slnce the open1ng of the century and found expression
In the Oxford Movement and Its resultant reactions.

David

Grieve carries the theme ot Robert Elsmere out of the rectory
into the business world;

_H_e_l_b~._ck
•.

g! Bannisdale_ considered

by many Mrs. Ward's best novel_ deals wlth the conflict between the Catholic and the unbeliever; Eleanor hovers about
the theme of the Modernist controversy in the Cathollc Church.
The £!!!

~

Richard Meznell picked up atter a lapse of twentl

years, the threads of Robert Elsmere tor a reweaving.

Mra.

Ward's tlrst political novel, Marcella, was on17 incidentall,
concerned with religion.
Well under way and galning momentum, Mrs. Ward was
to continue to produce novels at regular Intervals almost to
her death which took place In 1920.

When she turned away

trom the theological theme she took a chance against the fact
that her talent needed a speclal condition to vivify it.

"!he
-

.

novels ot the last tifteen years are respectable, were never
inspired, and are already forgotten_" wrote Edmund Gosse 1n
1925. 5

However, she retalned an amount ot popularlty well

up into the years ot the World War_ an oracle to some readers
but 1nspiring in others at times_ as In Arnold Bennett_ "an
ecstasy ot homicidal fury."

.

.,

Eleanor had been tollowed by three novels whlch had
their basis in social history, bearing out Mrs. Ward's theory
5 Sllhouettes_ p. 208-

that tact was a startlng polnt tor fictlon.
Dau~ter

Lady Rose's

18 quite recognizably based on Sainte-Beuvets study

ot Mademoiselle L'Esplnasse;

~

Marriage ot Wl11iams

~

on an Incident In Lord Byron's career, and Fenwlok's Career
on the 11te ot the artist Romney.

!he remalnlng novels deal

in general wlth the governing classes In some ot the phases
whleh partlcularly interested thelr author and not mueh more
can be said about them.
Mrs. Ward once criticized oaktleld, a novel ot Indian
lite, written by her uncle., Wll1lam Delatleld Arnold, as sut:tering too much trom the Rugby'-earnestnes8.-

She Inherlted

her share ot the tamous Rugby quality, the didact1e impulse
ta1rly conquer1ng the ereat1ve.

Her tra1ning at Oxford made

her er1tical, her later enthus1asms made her a publ1c1st and
characters and plot ot her novels never escape trom bondage
to her ma1n 1ntention wh1ch she pursued wlth the -terrible
earnestne8s- wh1ch to Edmund Gosse was her weak p01nt as an
1maglnative wr1ter.

!his qua11ty was once car1catured by

Max Beerbobm 1n a draw1ng wh1ch p1ctured Mary Arnold, aged
eight, looklng up at her celebrated uncle and ask1ng, -Why,
o why, Uncle Matthew, will you not be wholly serious'-

-

6

,-

The cr1t1clsm ot M1ss -------....,;;....;;..;.
Brethert'on
.... by her tr1end Mandell Crelghton
(then Emmanuel Protessor at Oxford) remarked the dominat1on by
the cr1t1cal, ot the 1maginatlve faculty.

-Your book is

6 Reproduced 1n Hugh Kingsm1l1 f s Matthew Arnold.

dainty," he·wwote, abu' it does not touch the great springs of
life. • • •

You wrote as a critic not as a creator • • • •

It

you are going on with novels you must throw criticism to the
winds and let yourself go as a partner of common joys, common
sorrows and common perpleXities." 7

-

She went on withnovela and the improvement over Miss
Bretherton was marked but her talent remained an elsentially
critical one.

Her range and her limitations have been etfec-

tively described in Sir Edmund Gosseta ana1ysil.
Whatever could be atta1ned by severity ot
selt-dlscip11ne, applied to a mind of fira
1ntelllgence was with1n the range ot Mrs.
Ward. Her writing though without chara was
solId and correct. Her memory had been
stringently trained and stood her otten in
place ot imagination. Her lack ot humor
betrayed her as the years went on to a sort
ot pontifical self assurance, or, it may
be more slmply sald, to a lack ot sympathy
with torms of thought and tancy which had
not yet received acadealc author1ty.
8
Even Robert Elsmere suggested to Henry James the image

ot a "sllghtly old-lashioned ship."

Today, the latest ot

Mrs. Ward's novels seem circumscribed by an atmosphere ot remoteness which ls a quality not telt 1n those ot her contemporarles, Meredith and George Eliot.

Mr. Middleton Murry

detined the quality as talse simplit1cation, and he ascribes
it not only to Mrs. Ward but to all her contemporaries.

7 Janet penrose Trevelyan, L1te ot Mrs. Humphry Ward, p ••, .
8 Ope cit. pp. 218-9.

Matthew Arnold Is Infected by it and • • •
Samuel Butler Is by no means Immune • • •
We have the sense that everythlng In the
Vlctorlan Inte11ect was ta1sely simpllfled.
We know that there were great battles
herolca11y fought, but they seem to us
unreal because, to our present vlslon, what
unlted the dlsputants was much more important than what dlvlded.them. Therefore the
story ot their struggles reads much more
11ke an elaborate comedy, than the tragedl 9
wh1ch we must be11eve, it really was.
It is not their theme, it 1s not thelr pecullar appropriation to a per10d that have made Mrs. Ward's novels, not
unpopular but rather forgotten today.

Had she made the

re1ig1ous, political and social theories the background ot
living plots and characters instead ot the major interest to
which plot and character were subordinated, her books would
survive as historical novels.

As 1t 1s, their Interest is

rather that of historical documents.

To the 11terary historian

her voluminous pages will have their value.

-She can describe

the society in which most of her working lite haa presumab11
been spent; she cannot make it llve.- 10 But, an intelligent

-

observer, she can describe It well.

She was hardly an in-

f1uence but she was a falthfu1 reflector, a spokesman for Influences.

Her early re11g1ous novels, mostly because of her

"earnest- method In thelr complllng, keep a record of the restlessness of mind, the struggles of consclence, the hesltatlons
and the

arrogan~e

of a large number of Influentla1 Intellects,

especlally at Oxford, durlng the last part ot the nineteenth
centE·
§ fi~ Gull Between," In Evo1utlon of an Intellectual,pp.116-17
10 Gwynn, Ope Cit., p. 10.

CHAPTER II
THE BACKGROUlfD
The mental atmosphere ot the world ln whlch Mary Arnold
grew up was stlrrlng with the currents ot two opposlng tendencles which lnfluenced all the thought ot the nlneteenth
century - the Cathollc reactlon and the growth ot the splrlt
of Llberalism.

Their conflict protoundly affected the Church

of England and is still dolng so, but it was not confined to
the Church.

"The opposltion of these two schools," wrote

Professor Hugh Walker, "gives its supreme

interes~

to the 11t-

erature ot the nineteenth century; all else wl11 be found in
the long run to be subordinate." 1

!he Engllsh phase ot.the

Cathollc reaction had its most slgnltlcant expression. when lt
came to grlps wlth the "anti-dogmatic splrit," as Newman detinedLlberallsm, in the Oxford Movement.

!his Movement was

not as isolated phenomenon; it had its relations to other
religiQus movements both in England and on the Continent,.
"It is traceable in the last resort," says Wilfrid Ward, "to
the reaction on behalf ot traditlonal Ohr1st1an1ty which followed the French Revolution 1n so many countries - a reaction
s1gnalized by the publication ot Chateaubr1and's Geni$ du
Christlanisme, and embodied in what is known as the Romantic
school in Germany." 2

1
2

L1terature ot the Victorian Bra, p. 14.
me Oil'ora iOvement, pp. '7-8.

-

.-.......;;.~

The new re11giousness was evident in England in many
forms prlor to the Oxford Movement itself.
the append1x to

~

George Borrow in

Romany !l! would trace it back to the

Waverly Novels, denounclng Scott as the man who bad brought
back to 11fe Jacobitlsm, Laudism and Popery.
"spectral Puseylsms" to Colerldge.

Carlyle traces

Newman in the Apolog1a

noted the effect of Scottts novels in

p~omoting

a Catholic

tram. of mind, and in his Chronological Note. he recorded:
Dur1ng the spring (1835) I tor the _fl~r_s_t !!!! read parts ot
colerldge f s works; and I am surprised how much I thought
mine is to be found there." 3

Professor Walker also remarked

the relationships between this movement and others:
All romanticism Is, otten unconsciously,
cognate to it. !he revival ot Gothic arcb!tecture, the change in the spirit of poetrythe consciousness of the lupernatural in
Coleridge, the sensuousness of Keats, the
feeling in Shelley of a spiritual element in
all things • • • these are kindred mani· 4
festations.
It would not do to carry such comparisons too tar, of
course.
dogma.

!he Romantic movement did not touch ecclesiasticism and
But the romantIcists
Recalled theIr dlsciples to the contemplation ot self. A romantlc might see the
truth 1n moments of solitary enlIghtenment,
but not teel its 1nfluence among the pursuits which made him one wIth his tellow
creatures • • • • !h~ younger generatIon

3

Quoted In H. V. Routhfs Towards

4

~.--2.!!.,

p. 19.

!h!

Twentieth Centurz, p. 53.

wanted to make this idealism effective
among the mazes of the world. That is
why they cultivated Goethe l that: is
also why some of them looked to those
practices and observances in which God
and man have a right to meet - to the
religion ot their foretathers.
5
When a few ot these banded together to bring their religion
into line with their ideals l the Oxford Movement began.
Newman dates the Oxford Kovement from Keble's sermon
on National Apostasy, in 1833, but it had been prepared for
by several years of his own spiritual influence at Oxford
and also, we may believe l by the religiousness of such an
opponent of Newman as Dr. Arnold of Rugby.
Arnold flattered himself that he wasa
principle opponent of Mr. Newmatt; but he
was rather a principal fellow-laborer.
There was but one quality 1n a common
English boy whlch would have enabled him
to resist such a reasoner as Mr. Newman.
We have a heavy apathy on exciting topiCS
which enables us to leave dilemmas unsolved, .
to forget difficulties • • • to leave the
'reasoner to pursue his logiC • • • But it
was exactly this happy apathy, this commonplace indifference, that Arnold prided himself on removing. He objected strenuously
to Mr. Newman's creed, but he prepared
anxiously the very soil to which it was tOa
grow.
Tone history ot the Oxford Movement proper is soon told:
the gather1ng of a party around Newman, Keble and Pusey, their
object "to Withstand the Liberalism ot the day;" the issuing

------ --- --- -----

ot the Tracts for the Times advocating a "Via ¥ed1a" between
Protestantism and Romanism 1n a return to the "religIon ot
5 Routh,~, CIt., pp. 48 .. 9.
a Walter BageE0f7 LIterary Studies. II, 276-7.

Andrewes, Laud, Hammond, Butler and Wl1son;" 7 the cr1es of
"Romanism" when the Remains of Hurrell Froude appeared; and
tinally, Tract No. 90.
The tamous Tract had , as its thesiS: The Articles ot
Religlon do not oppose Catholic teachlng, but when they appear
to do so they merely reject Roman errors •. Few theological
pamphlets have had such consequences:

"Four tutors protested,

six doctors suspended, Hebdomadal boards censured, deans ot
colleges changed the dinner hour, so as to make a hearlng ot
Newman's sermon and a dinner ln Hall lncompatlble transactions~8
Newman retired to Littlemore but the current set in motion
agalnst the party grew.

Dr. Arnold was brought in as Prot-

essor ot Modern History; William G. Ward, a prominent Tractarlan was deprived ot hls degrees upon pub11cat1on of his
For hls sermon, "!he Holy BUchar-1st a Comfort to the Penltent,· Dr. Pusey was suspended trom

Ideal ot a-Chrlstian Church.

preachlng at the Unlversity for two years.

Ward submitted

to Rome 1n 1645; Keble and Pusey stood t1rm ln Ang11canism
whl1e keeping to the Tractarlan prlnciples.

In October, 1645,

one month after Ward, Newman was recelved into the Catholic
Church.
For the moment the Tractarian ideals seemed defeated
at Oxford.
7
6

A Llberal reaction immediately began and there

ct. Newman's Apologia, Chapter II.
Lord Colerldge, lIn lemorlam" to Prlnclpal Sbairp, quoted
in W. Ward's Oxford Movement, p. 47.

followed a period in which, to quote Mark Pattison, "in the
first rush of intellectual freedom, we were carried beyond
all bounds, sought to change everything, questioned everything,
and were impatient to throw the whole cargo of
board." 9

t~adition

over-

Soon however, the adherents ot the !ractarian prin-

ciples rallied again around Pusey and Keble and the countermovement against LiberaliSM continued a powertul torce aftecting life and literature and in the University giv1ng rise to
other movements.
EVery subsequent movement was begotten
in Newman's wake. Oxford youth was
stamped with the image of Newman, 1t not
on the obverse, on the reverse ot. the
medal. Even atter his departure he powertully affected Oxford while 1n the throes
ot Reform by writing his Idea of a Univer;i ty • • • As soon as th~aetarian
ovement ceased to trouble the UniverSity,
others took Its place • •• Newman beget
Matthew Arnold, and Arnoldbegat Ruskin,
and Ruskin begat the pre-Raphaelites,
MorrIs, Rossetti and Burne-Jones who were
all the children or adopted children of
Oxford.
10
The poets too were marked either by a positive or
negative reaction to the Oxford Movement.
lated its medievalism Into poetry.

Rossetti trans-

Matthew Arnold and Arthur

Hugh Clough belonged to the skeptical revolt but they had a
peculIar sympathy with TractarlanlsM which affected their
utterance.
9 Memoirs, p. 239.
10 Shane LeslIe, ~ _O_xf__o_r_d Movement, p. 135.

••• the deepest tones in the poetry
Cot both] are struck by just thi~ emotional
sympathy which their intellect compels them
to reject • • • But for the colors reflected from the Tractarian mysticism,
but tor the wisttulness due to a faith
longed for but not attained, Matthew Arnold's
classicism mlght have been far more llke that
of the Queen Anne writers.
11
And of Matthew Arnold's crlticlsm, the words ot Llonel Trilling
and true .. that it is "a reconciliation of the two traditions
whose warfare had disturbed his youth·· rationalism and
faith." 12
If her uncle was an example ot the negative reaction
to the Oxford Movement, Mrs. Ward's father, Thomas Arnold the
younger, was an example, late perhaps, and wavering at times,
of its positive influence.

Neither Matthew nor!nomas, who

were undergraduates at Oxford during the most agitated years
of Tractarianism, displayed much attraction toward the force
which their tather had combatted with all his powers until
his death.

Matthew eventually would carry further his

father's Liberalism.

Of Katthew's interest in Newman while

at Oxford his brother Thomas writes, "The perfect handling
of words, joined to a delicate presentation of ideas, attracted him powerfully to John Henry Newman, whose afternoon
Sunday

se~mons

attended.

at St. Mary's he for a long time regularly

But so far as I know Newman's teaching never made

an impression on him." 13

ot his own experience he remarks:

Walker'fP • Cit., pp. 453-4.
Matthew rn01a, p. 194.
13 passagea!!! Wandering~, p. 57.

11
12

ot Newman ln my undergraduate tlme, I had
scarcely seen anything. I went certainly
once - perhaps twice - to hear one of his
afternoon sermons at St. Mary's, but the
dellcacy and refinement ot his style was
less cognlzable by me than by my brother,
and the multlplled quotatlons trom Scripture
• • • contused and bewl1dered me.
14
In 1847, Thomas Arnold, rejecting a scholarship at the
Universlty, which would have led to a tellowship, went out to
New Zealand.

It was characterlstic ot his idealistlc nature

to think that "In ~uchJ a pertect locale • • • it might be
destined that the true frat:el'nity of the future - could"
tounders and constitution-builders of the necessary genius
and virtue be discovered - might be securely built up." 15
Disappointed in his quest tor the ideal llte and meeting with
little success in colonial farming, in 1849 he accepted a post
as Inspector of Schools tor 28smanla.

There he met and married

Julia Sorell, the ,;r.and"1-l'laqcht:er ot a tormer governor ot the
colony, in 1850.

In 1851 their eldest daughter, xary Augusta

Arnold (Mrs. Humphry Ward) was born.
Atter a perlod ot religious uncertainty whlchhad
lasted over ten years - from the taking ot his degree - Arnold
While studying
-------them, he writes, "the unity ot the Christian system trom the
sent to England tor the Tracts for the Tlmes.

first, and the care with which that unity was preserved,
seemed to me undeniable." 16
14

Ibld., p. 160

fbld., p. 65
16 fbld., p. 154
15

The tinal result ot bls studles was that· he was recelved
into the Cathollc Churcb, at Hobart Town, ln 1856.

Slnce teel-

in.g ran hlgh against Cathollclsm ln the colony, he determined
to return to England.

Atter applylng to Newman he was glven

a post as Protessor .ot English Llterature at the new Cathollc
Universlty ot Dublln where he remalned untll 1862 when be removed to Blrmingham to work under Newman a8 head class1cal master at the Oratory School.

T.be ensulng two years were years

ot lncreaslng unrest ln regard to rellglous matters.

In 1865

he lett the Cathollc communion, golng to Oxtord wbere be was
now able to obtain a lectureshlp.

In 1876 he returned - tor

good thls tlme - to the Cathollc Church.
Durlng Thomas Arnold's years with Newman, his daughter,
Mary, remalned much ot the tlme at the Arnold tamlly seat at
Fox How ln Westmoreland wlth her grandmother, the wldow of
Dr.

Arnold~

to whom the rellgion practlced by her son was a

great trlal, as lt was to his Huguenot-bred wife.

Mary re-

celved her early educatlon ln the nearby schools for glrls.
But lt was ln Oxford to which she came ln 1865 - permanently
ln 1867 - that she was to spend what she consldered the most
slgniflcant years ot her life.

"I was slxteen," she says,
.

nbeginning to be consclous ot all sorts ot rls1ng needs and
ambltions, keenly allve to the spell ot Oxford and to the
good tortune which had brought me to llve in her streets." 17
17 ! Writer's Recollectlons,

I~

136.

Her intellectual training was to be very informal in this city

ot scholars.

"I had no definite teaching, and everything I

learned came to me trom persons - and books - sporadically,
without any general guidance or pian." 18

In ~868 she read

-Essays -in Criticism.
• • • it is not too much to say that the

book set tor me the current ot life; its
effect heightened no doubt by the sense ot
kinship. Above all it determined in me,
as in many others, an enduring love of
France and ot French literature which
played the part of schoolmaster to a crude
youth.
19

Her comment on her uncle's tamous Preface is interesting
showing at an early date her "earnestness."

"The Pretace i8

rich and has the fault which the author protesses to avoid, that
of being amusing." 20
~e

Oxford in wbich Thomas Arnold settled with his

family 1n 1865 was
still laboring under the reperCUSSions, the
thrills and counter-thrills ot the famous
Movement set on foot in 1832 by Keble's sermon on National Apostasy. Keble indeed was
withdrawn trom the scene, but lewmants conversion to Rome had made so prodigious a
stir that even twenty years later, the
religious world of England still took ita
color trom that event.
21
Newman was but a figure 1n the background to Mary Arnold - "the
great and mysterious figure • • haunting the streets of 8gbaston,
18

19
20
21

Ibid., p. 137
Ib1d., p. 77
Trevelyan, ~~, p. 15
Ib1d., p. lV-

-

tram whom I had shrunk with dumb, childish resentment as trom
someone whom I understood to be the author ot our tam1ly mis-

tortune." 22
Oxford was still shaking trom its latest battle between
Liberals and Conservat1ves which had taken place in 1860 over
the publicat10n ot Essays and Rev1ews by the L1beral theologians, among them Mark Patt1son and Benjamin Jowett.

The great

issue at the time between the -two parties was the 1nterpretation

ot Scripture.

Jowett's contr1bution to Basays

supplied the Liberals with their motto:
tures like any other book."

~

Reviews

"Interpret the Scrip-

~e hubbub aroused lashed during

three years ot proceedings betore the Court ot Arches, the
Judicial Committee ot the privy Council and tinally Convocat10n.
The proceedings, however, did not prevent the advancement at
one ot the Reviewers, Mark Pattison, who became Rector ot
Lincoln College in 1861.
During these

years~

writes Robert Korss Lovett, "his-

torical scholarsh1p was the great game at Oxford:

history

touched by the modern scientir1c method was its newest phase.
People were going about saying that it Newman bad only known
German the course or the world would have been ditferent." 23
--

Mary Arnold soon became absorbed by the controversies about her,
throw1ng herselt w1th youthful eagerness into the struggle,
giving her allegiance to the L1beral Side, that ot her two

-22
23

WrIter'S Recollections, I, 181.
"iar,- In Wonderland,ftThe Dial, May 3, 1919, p. 464.
-

--

fr1ends Benjamin Jowett. Master of Balliol, and Mark Pattison.
The latter was perhaps the greatest single intluence
upon her at this time.

"From 1868 to 1872," she writes, "the

Rector, learned, critlcal, bitter, tastidious, and 'Mrs. Pat'
wlth her gaiety, her plcturesqueness, her impatience ot the
oxford solemnities and

de~orums

haps than anybody else." 24

• • • mattered more to me per-

Through him she was first made

acquainted with her litelong interest, German crlticism.

She

listened with a disciple's awe to his conversation as he
"poured scorn on Oxford scholarship or the lack of it, and
on the ideals of Balliol, which aimed at turning out public
officials, as compared with the researching ideals of the
German univerSities." 25 She drank in his -gibes at Christ
Church whence Pusey and Liddon still dictated the powerful
Church party of the University."

In brief, to listen 'to hi.,

"was to watch the doors of new worlds gradually opening before
a glrl's questioning intelligence." 26
Pattison had, in his twentles, been one ot Newman's
followers, staying for a tlme wlth him at
writlng two

------_

~ttlemore,

and

-

of the Saints tor his serles. He recorded
........
his experience in his Kemoirs. "From 1838 to 1842 I moved
~ves

entIrely with the party, was loudly prominent at all their
demonstratlons, and judged of good or bad according as any
24 Recollections, I, 138.
25 IbId., p. 140.
26 ~., p. 141.

~------------------------------------------~
person was docile or otherwise in Newmants tactics." 27

Of

all those near Newan, Pattison probably drifted farthest
1nto the waters of Rationali8m.

He left the Tractarians

"not by any argument or controversy against Puseyism but by
the slow process of innutrition of the religious brain and
development of the rational faculties." 28
to

s~ud1·

His "devotion

had kept him from following Newman in 1845.

bad just been offered a tutorShip.

He

"This cost me very bard,

steady work, and gave me an object in life beyond holding
one ot the banners ot the Puseyite party.

I

think it was

chietly owing to this that when the crash came, I dld
tollow Newman." 29

~ot

Pattison gradually came to look upon

the Tractarian Movement as a check in the torward progress

ot Intellectual freedom, and, writing forty years later was
able to say of Newman's departure, that "it was a deliverance
trom the nlghtmare whlch had oppressed Oxfor'd tor tlfteen
years." 30

Naturally he looked with dismay upon the anti-

L1beral elements in Oxford led by Dr. Pusey and Canon L1ddon;
he lamented that "the feeble fabric ot opinion 1n young Oxford
• • • must give way betore the steady pressure ot the vast
ecclesiast1cal organ1zation which, atter having spread itself
over the face ot England, is now lay1ng Siege to our University as the stronghold of treedom ot thought and d1sengagement
t

27

Ib1d., p. 184.
iii01rs, p. 208.
29 ISla., p. 187.
28

30

-

!DI!.,

p. 236.

from the tetters of trad1t1onal dogma." 31

Th1s then, was the

intellect under whose Influence Mary Arnold developed her
cr1tical d1strust and by whose adv1ce to "get to the bottom ot
someth1ng; choose a subject and
she plunged into the

s~dy

~now

everything about 1t,"

of early Span1sh history and litera-

ture.
Not much less powerful than PattIson's in the long

~,

was the Influence upon the formatIon ot her mind of T. H. Green,
the Hegelian protessor of Koral Philosophy at Oxford.

By ap-

peal1ig to that part of her nature which she had inherited
from her father he drew out the Instinctlve conservatlsm and
1deallsm ot her temperament by glving them a philosophlc foothold.

She was never to advance as far In her Liberallsm as

Stanley, Pattlson and Jowett, as much as she admired them.
Like her uncle, Matthew Arnold, 11ke so many ot her contemporarles, she attempted a compromise between the old and the
new. I Thua "while she accepted qulte uncr1tically the lntel1ectual fashion ot the moment, she is at the aame tlme the
vlctlm ot the Chrlstlan assoclatl~ns of her youth." 32
31 Ibld., p. 242.
32 WIIrrld Ward, ~

~ ~Ma_t_t_e_r_8,

p. 410.

CHAPTER III
ROBERT ELSMERE
The tact that Mrs. Ward's earlIest literary ambItions,
as a result ot her tma1nIng while at Oxford, were historical,
"weaving themselves in dreams and plans tor the writIng 'ot
that big book on the orig1ns ot modern Spain," 1
on her literary methods.

throws light

In 1877 she had been invited

b~

Dean Wace to share in the work ot a historical series which
he was editing.

This work tor the Dictionarl

2!.

Christian

Biographl to which she contributed the articles on the early
Spanish kings and ecclesiastics had an important ettect upon
her thought and habits.

"It was the only thorough 'discipline'

I ever had;" she relates, "it lasted about two years, and it
led directly to the writing ot Rober~ Elsmere." 2

~e "big

book" on Spain was never to become a reality, but it is interesting to note that it was his studies into the origins

ot France that were to make Elsmere skeptical ot "evidence."
Atter her work tor the DictionarY was tinished, Mrs. Ward
continued her interest in the problems ot "Christian Origins."
It was indeed a subject which had attracted many nineteenth
century thinkers, to which Newman had introduced the Tractarians, to which scientitic habits ot thought were ever giving
tresh impetus.

Mrs. Ward's interest in the problems ot Chris-

tianity had only grown with the years.
1 Trevelyan, 2,2. Q!!.., p.31.
2 Writer's Recollections. I. 185.

It was now

2,

greatly stimulated by these researches
into the early history of the Spanish
Ohurch. She began t. feel the enormous
impertance to the belieTer ef the historical testimony en which the whole
fabric rested.
She was fascinated by the intricacy of the
whole subject but more especially by such
branches of it as the Synoptic Preblem on
the relation of the Feurth Gospel to the
rest; while the question raised by the
realization that the be oks of the New Testament were the products of an age steeped in
miracle and wholly uncritical ef it, struck
her as Tital to the whole orthodox position.

4

She aaw Oxford divided over 'sources and testimony." tiTo what
did it all go back,' she asked herself,' !t;his great story of
early civilizatiGn, of early religion, which modern men could
write and interpret so differently.

On' the

questi.~,"

she

adds, "the writers and historians of four early centuries,.
from the fifth to- the ninth, seemed to throw a partial, yet a
searching light.

I have expressed it in Robert Elsmere.1 5

It was a sermon that fi~ally reused Mrs. Ward from
the state of recallection to action; a sermon delivered from
the University pulpit of St. Kary's by the Reverend John
Wordsworth, grandnephew of the poet-and later Bishop of Salisbury.

The sermon was entitled, "The Present Unsettlement

in Religion.'

In it Wordsworth expeunded the thesiS, 'Ohrist

oonneots unbelief and sin,1 specifying among the sins to which
unbelief was attri_uta.le "intellectual faults, especially
Trevelyan, p. 32.
Ibid., p. 49"
5 Writer's Reoollections, I, 221

3
4

recklessness, pride and avarice. n 6

Listening, Mrs. Ward'a

mind leaped to the defense ot the npatient scholars and
thinkers ot the Liberal host, Stanley, Jowett, Green ot
salliol, Lewis Bettleship, Henry Sedgwick"my uncle. n She
became excited.

nHow could I ahow England what ,was really
going on in her midst. n Surely the only way waa through

imagination, through a picture ot actual life and conduct. n 7
T,he

immed~ate

expression of her indignation was a pamphlet

which sketched two types ot character, nthe character that
-

either has no doubts or bas suppressed them, and the character that tights its stormy way to truth. n 8 This was in 1881.
Robert Elsmere was begun in 1885, avowedly as a novel
with a purpose:
I wanted to show how a man ot sensitive
and noble character, born tor religion,
comes to throw ott the orthodoxies ot his
day and lIloment, and to go into the wllderness where all is experiment, and spiritual
lite begins again. And wi th hilll I wished
to contrast a t.ype no less tine, ot the
traditional and guided soul, and to ill'18.gine
the clash ot two such tendencies ot thought
as it might attect" all practical lite and
especially the lite ot two people who loved
each other.
9
In 1888, atter three years of arduous labor and study
the book was published.

There was hardly an idea floating in

the charged air ot Oxford whiCh did not rind a place in its
6
7

8
9

Ibid., p. 224.

ma.

!6I!., p. 226.

-

!5I!.,

II~167.

volumes.

To Henry James it suggested
• • • the lmage ot a large, slow-moving,
slightly old fashioned ship, buoyant enough
and well out of water, but wlth a closepacked cargo in every lnch of the st-owage
room. One feels that the author has set
afloat ln it a complete treasure ot lntellectual and moral eXperlence, the memory of
all her contacts and phases, all her speculatlons and studles.
10
Br1efly put, the story of Robert Blsmere 1s that of an

Angllcan clergyman who doubts ahGU't "h1storic" Chr1stlanity,
who finally g1ves up his orders and devotes himselt to a
career ot serv1ce in an 1ndustr1al distr1ct 1n London, where,
foundlng a unew brotherhood,u he wears himselt out w1th overwork, contracts tuberculosls and dies.

The uardent and lm-

puls1ve boy, "son ot a clergyman, comes up to Oxford dur1ng
the period of that relig10us reaction bewailed by Patt1son.
Like other of Mrs. Ward's heroes, he is deeply influenced 'by
others, teachers and frlends.

!WO espec1ally, w1n his aftec-

t10n and alleg1ance ,Edward Langham, his tutor, and Henry
Grey, the "Greats" tutor at the College of St. Anselm.
Langham, but a tew years Elsmere's senior, was a man ot extenslve learning in whom early amblt10ns tor a scholarly career
had been succeeded by a cold dls1llus1on wb1ch torced upon hi.
the realization ot the "uselessness ot utterance, the tut1l1ty

ot enthuslasm, the inaccesslblllty of the ideal, the practical
absurdlty ot trylng to realize any ot the III1nd t s 1nward
10
11

Bssals in London and Elsewhere, pp. 255-6.
Robert lismere, I, 53.

dre8.Dls~

.-

Langham's intellectual tastidiousness, his dread

ot

practical

life and fear of incurring responsibilities he could not.bear,
all had their counterparts in the character ot the Genevan
student Amiel, whose "pensees" were still lingering in Mrs.
Ward's memory as she began Robert Elsmere.
Grey was an eminent Oxford philosophel', a tollower ot
Hegel who bad turned trom the intention of taking orders because ot doubts in regard to miracle.

Why the "susceptible,

poet1cal" Elsmere was not turned aside trom the path ot orthodoxy by the 1nfluence ot his two tr1ends might be a cause ot
wonder.

..

But his temper was too ardent and sanguine for

Langham's pessimiam to aftect it very deeply; he pitied while
still admir1ng him.

And as for Grey,

The negative and critical side of him was
what in reality told least upon his pupila
• • • his respect tor the immaturity of the
young lives near h1m was complete. Elsmere
drank in all the ideal tervor and spiritual
enthusiasm ot the great tutor, and then, aa
Grey himself would bave done some twenty
years earlier, carried his relig10us passion
into the service ot the great positive tradition around him.
12
Such action was also to be expected 1n view of the religious
atmosphere already mentioned.

12
13

• • • it was the most natural thing in tbe
world that a young man of Elsmere'a temperament sbould rally to the Church. !be place
waa passing through one ot those periodical
crises ot reaction against an overdriven rationalism, wbicb sbow themselves with tolerable
regularity In any great center ot intellectual
activity. •• A tresh wave of religlous roman~
tielsm was now gatbering strength; tbe spirit
ot Newman bad reappeared.
13
16Id., p. 62.

l:1:Jt1! ••

p.

63.

-

After his ordination Elsmere spends three years 1n Ox-

ford in parish work, social service, and teaching, until, .because of a breakdown in health, he is compelled of necessity to
accept a country living offered him by his uncle.

He marries

Catharine Leyburn, a strict Evangelical with an inst1nctive
hatred of unorthodoxy.

Shortly after their retirement to the

country parsonage among the lovely Westmoreland hills another
influence begins to work upon Elsmere 1n the person of Squire
Wendover, who represents in his life the sapping force of
criticism.

Although when he comes into Elsmere's life he is the

embodiment of rationalism, 1n his youth the Squire had been an
ardent disciple of Newman.

One could read the chart of h1s

intellectual history in the library to which he gave Elsmere
complete access.
"1'his is how I interpret this room," said
Robert, looking round it. BHere are the
books he collected at Oxford 1n the Tractarian Movement and afterwards. Look here,"
and he pulled down a faded volume of st.
Basil.
Langham looked and saw on the title page
a note in faded characters: "Given to
me by Newman at Oxford in 1845." • • •
"But look at themt Here are all t~e Tracts,
all the Fathers, and masses, as you see,
of Anglican theology. How look at the next
case, nothing but e1ghteenth century."
"I see - from the Fathers to the Philosophers, from Hooker to Hume. How history
repeats itself'"
"And there agaln," said Robert, po1nt1ng
to the other side. of the room, are the"resuIts of his life as a German student.

14 Robert Elsmere II, 196.

14

-

Under Wendover's logical and continuous hammering at

tbe bases of his beliet, and the pressure of the questions
aroused by his investigation of origins tor his projected
book on early France, Elsmere finally convinces himself that
be can no longer remain an Anglican minister and be sincere.
pn the advice of his old friend Grey, to whom he goes in his
agony of mind, he gives up his order.

After passing through

a variety ot stages he formulates a new gospel, a kind of
religion of humanity which he administers to skilled artisans

ot London until his death.
"All Oxford and halt London," we have been told, "spent
their time spotting the originals ot~obert Elsmere'~char
acters,

of an injustice to the originality of

somethin~

their creator." 15

Those who had known him did not have to

look very far for the original of the philosopher Grew.
Mrs. Ward tells us in her Recollections that the model for
the very literal portrait was Thomas Hill Green.
purp~se

It was her

to reproduce his traits - "traits ot a great thinker

and teacher, who was also the Simplest, sincerest and most
practical of men." 16

The tact that Elsmere miSinterpreted

"

Grey's teachings and was able to use them to support his
orthodox pOSition is not surprising when we know the position
Green took at Oxford.
15
16

Professor Hugh Walker describes it:

Mrs. W.L. Courtney, "The English Girl in
American Review, CXCVIII (1913), p. 670.
ISla., l,p. 76.

-

-

Fiction~"

North

Green's philosophy lent itself to purposes which were not his, all the more
readily because of' his dislike of'
polemics and his studied avoidance of
unnecessary controversy with his contemporaries. In particular he carefully
abstained f'rom attacking religious
dogma, and was remarkably conservative
in his attitude toward the Christian
faith.
17
Green's own published words are used by Grey in a sermon on
the Resurrection which is misinterpreted by Elsmere.
words to Blsmere.

Grey's

"The parting with the Christian mythology

is the rending asunder of bone and marrow," were Green's
words to Mrs. Ward. 18

L1ke Mrs. Ward hers81f, Green "prac-

tically to bis last hour clung to all the forms and associations at the old belief with a wonderful atfection." 19
The relation between the skeptical Squire and Mark
Pattison was immed1ately assumed by readers of Robert Blsmere,
and Mrs. Ward admitted the model, adding that it was "confined
• • • to a likeness in outward aspect - a tew personal traits,

and the two main

fact~

ot great learning and a general impa-

tience of' fo'ols." 20
The' author's views ot "High" Anglican1sm were ineor-

-

porated in B1smere l s·friend, the Reverend Newcome who represented those who were "ready to die for an alb."

Newcome 1s

the foil to Wendover, the spokesman for those Who, it would
17
18

Q2. Cit., p. 190.
Let~trom Mrs. Ward to Gladstone, quoted in Trevelyan,
QR.. CIt. p. 63

19 i l l d wrrt;r's Recollections, I, 148.

20

r,(?,E'J

"J

seem put not their trust in reason.

He is a reactionary.

"Scholarship, learnin~!" Eyes and lips
flashed inte a vehement scorn. "Yeu
allow them a value in themselves, apart
fro. the Christian's test. It is the
modern·canker, the medern curse!" Thank
God my years in Lendon [in the slum~
burnt it out of me! 0 my friend, what
have you and I to do with all these
curt.us triflings which lead men oftener
to re8.1lion than to worship? Is this
the time for wholesale trust, for a
maudlin universal sympathy? lay, rather
a day of suspicion, a day of repression! a time for trampling on the lusts of the
mind ne less than the lusts of the •• dy, a
time when it is better te Delieve than te
know, to pray than to understand.-

21

Lord Acton, writing indignantly to Gladston.J remarked that
'the role played by the orthodox, anti-rational and whelly
fanatical Hewcome • • • 'belen!ed te the infancy of art' as
little could he be taken as representing the orthodox side." 22
The deDt of Rebert Elsmere to
be overlo.ked.

:U:at~hew

Arnold must not

The ar!ument is that of Literature !rul.De,ma

which had presented a picture of men waiting fer tlle lifting
,

of "Aber,laube' and dogmatism.

Oscar Wilde i8 aaid to have

called the nevel "Literature JI.Wi D.pa without the Literature."23
Xo one who reads Rebert ·Elsmere can·
mistake the source from which some of
its mest arresting features are drawn.
The stran~e re-interpreting of St. Paul
. on the Resurrection, the spiritualizing
ef the words "risen with Christ,' the
breaking away from the lenvelope of
miracle,' the dissolving .f supernatural
21 Rebert Elsmere, II, p. 166.
22 Quoted in Writer's Recollections, II, 106.
23 See W. L. Phelps, Essays !n Modern Novels, p. 196.

occurrences into mere clothIng for
aoral ideas - for all these, if a
cbief inspIration was found in the
Lay Sermons of Thomas Hill Green, It
is no less the thought and otten the
very words ot Arnold which perSistently
occur.
24
!he effect ot Robert Elsmere upon the reading publIc was
electrifying. '
No agitation, on the platfo~ or in the
newspapers [wrote Henry Jame~ no demand
for a politIcal revolution, ever achieved
anything like the publicIty, or roused
anythIng like the emotion of the earnest
attempt of this quIet EnglIsh lady to tell
an interesting story, to present an imaginary
case. The book was not merely an extraordinarily successfUl novel; it was, as reflected
in contemporary conversation, a momentous
publIc event.
25
1b,e success of Robert Blsmere was instant
and startlIng. In the press, the critics
cried it up or down wIth equal vehemence;
the pulpits fulminated against it, or gave
it qualified approval; courses of lectures
were delivered about it; pamphlets were published to prove that its doctrines were nobel
or elevating or utterly pernIcious.
26
,Although the Ed.Inbure Review disregarded it because, as
the reviewer wrote four years later,"-as a work of art the book
~

seemed to be so clumsy, as a source of entertainment, so
wearisome, as a theological treatise so unsatisfactory and
inconclusive,"

24
25
26

it was received with favor by many critics.

Herbert L. Stewart, "Mrs. Ward and the Theological Novel,"
HIbbert Journal, XIII (1919-20), p. 678.

~

CIt.,

sr. Totin
p. 200.

p.

aM

Adcock, Mrs. Humphry Ward," Bookman XXIV (1903)

walter pater, review1ng it in the Guardian, called it a
"chef d'oeuvre of that kind of quiet evolution of character
through circumstance, introduced into Eng11sh literature by
Jane Austen and carried to perfection in France by George
Sand." 27

Henry James discovered in 1t "the general qual1t7

of charm," and congratulated Mrs. Ward for "carrying out her
purpose without spoiling her novel."

He admitted that

"there may have been works in this line, of greater genius,
of a sp1rit more instinctive and ineVitable," but added that
he was "at a loss to name one of an intenser 1ntellectual
energy." 28

He praised the "knowledge, curiosity, acuteness,

a cr1tical t!1culty remarkable in itself and ver-y h1ghlytra1ned,
the direct observation ot life and the study ot history • • •
a fine moral ripeness, a genial, IIlUch-seeing wi8dom." 29
In Kay, 1888, an article appeared which was to give
the book its greatest advert1sement, William R. Gladstone's
"Robert Elsmere and the Battle of Beliet." 30

Gladstone read

the novel, as Shane Leslie sa1d, "as if he were reading

~

g08pel

according to the doubting Thomas," and leaped to the defense ot
orthodoxy.

While prais1ng Mrs. Ward's "sense of m1ssion," her

"earnestness and s1ncerity of purpose," he 8ummed up the novel
as a "battle between 1ntellect and emot1on." 31
27

28
29
30

31

E8sa~8

from the Guardian, p.

2.2.!.. It:-;-P. ~5

IDrd:-;-p. 257.
II'iiiteenth Century, XXIII (1888) pp. 766-88.
IbId., p. 768.

-

The portrait

of Newcome he regarded as "one ot a series ot indications,
by which the gifted authoress conveys to us what appears to
be her thoroughly genuine beliet that historic Christianity
has indeed broad grounds and deep roots in emotion but in
reason none whatever." 32
i

Ward tor having at last wrenched the Grand Old Man trom the
,

1

The Pall Mall Gazette sardonically congratulated Mrs.

wrongs ot Ireland.

In letters and interviews with Mrs. Ward

and in his Later Gleanings Gladstone returned to the tray,
accusing her ot presenting

no

arguments

fo~

the orthodox side;

"A great creed, with the testimony ot eighteen centuries at
its back, could not tind an articulate word to say in its
defense.

• •• What weapons [Elsaerti/ wielded tor it, what strok

he struck, has not even in a single line been recorded." 32
Gladstone's review gave a new impulse to the circulation
of the book.

It could not now be kept out of the pulpits and

debating societies.

"Its sale soon reached the million mark,

its readers must have numbered twice or threetillles this.

When,

two or three decades atter its first appearance it was reissued
in a cheap edition, it sold 50,000 copies in two
100,000 copies in a year." 33

1Il0st ot the toreign tongues. 34

wee~s

and

It has been translated into
Bow M. Taine, the French

critic,."as iapressed by it. was described by M. Andr~ Michel
32 Quoted in G. W. E. Russell's Matthew Arnold, p. 237
33 Trilling, ~ Cit., p. 314.
34 Wrlter'sRecolIiCtlons, II, 97.

of the Louvre in a letter to Mrs. Ward.

" • • • J'aurais

voulu que vous eussiez pu entendre. - incognlto - avec quelle
vlvaclte de syapathie et d'admiratlon 11 parla1s de votre
llvre.

pendant plus1ers jours, il n'a pas ete question

d'autre chose chez lui." 35

From America Oliver Wendell

Holmes wrote to the author:

"Robert Elsmere, I suppose we

should all agree is a 'medicated novel t

-

but It Is, I think,

beyond question the most effectlve and popular novel since
Uncle Tomfs Cabln." 36
Another Amer1can, Edward Everett Hale, called the story
"the echo of an echo.

In 1ts central antl-supernaturalist1c

contentions," he wrote further:
It Is largely a rehash of the anonyaous
work, "Supernatural Rellgion" whl~ some
years ago made considerable noise in England. That work was substantlally an
echo of the now decadent Continental school
ot ratlonal crlticism, led chletly by
Strauss and Renan. Matthew A~nold's own
posltlons in relation to bistor1c Christianlty were largely such an echo.
37
An examination

ot the artlcles in the influentlal liter-

ary periodicals ot the time, periodlcals like the Spectator
is evidence enough ot the reception that would be given to a
theological discussion by the intelligent reading pub11c and
It is not surprislng that the major portlon of the Interest 1n
Rebert Elsmere was a theological one.
35
36
37

Quoted In Trevelyan, ~ Clt., p. 69
Quoted in Writer's ReCOllections, II, 92.
"Robert Blsmere's Mental Struggles," North American Be vi e.,
. CXLVIII (1893), p. 106.

In fact, in the opinion of the

Qu~rterlY

Bevie! the

book was pppular only because of ita theological interest:
"Few persons would be at the trouble to read through so long
a novel for the sake of its romantic episodes, who were not
chiefly interested ln the religious struggle it depicts." 38
Thls same per10dical even saw fit to warn parents against the
influences which were descrlbed in the novel as prevalent in
English seats of higher learning, thus seemlng to take Mrs.
Ward's picture as authentlc.
We only say that it is time Engllsh
parents should thoroughly understand
that this is the condltion to which
the Unlversities have been brought,
and that if th~ send thelr sons to a
college like St. Ansela'" • • • they
expose them • • • to have their faith
deliberately undermined.
39
The maln body of the artlcle was concerned with a refutation
of the rellgious' conclusions which Robert Blsmere reached and
criticl.ed the author tor refurLishing a historical crlticis.
which had already lost its authority.
Blackwood's llkewlse devoted twenty pages to a discussion ot the novel's theological

implieations~

ending with

the statement wlth no "human being can be seriously helped in
his religlous development by the ineffective reasoning and the
bewilderlng conclusions which are presented." 40
The reaction to the book'as well as the book itself was
38
39
40

"Robert Elsmere and Christianlty," Vol. CLIVII (1888),p. 284
Ib1d. p. 279
WftOSert Elsmere and Modern Oxford," Vol. CXLIV (1888), p. 20

a genuine product ot the time.

Charles Sempers, writing in

the Harvard Monthly, remarked that the novel "could not have
appeared in the last generation.

It describes • • • both the

religious doubt and the religious earnestness which characterize
the present." 41

!he last thirty years ot the century certainly

witnessed a change in the character ot religious discussion.
It had tormerly been a rare thing tor newspapers and magazines
to embark upon the waters ot theological controversy.
trom the time ot Essays

~

But

Reviews the general public had been

invited to join the current debates and many popular magazines
ran what might almostbe-ealled a regular bureau ot argument
and rebuttal.

!rb.e generation which had grown up was .familiar

with scientitic discussion; it had a sense o.f mants increasing
power over nature and a tendency to reject the sUpernatural
and to seek scientitic detlnitlon tor divine manitestations.
But the religious revival Initially Inspired by the Ox.f'ord
Movement, tosterlng a return ot sacrament and ritual and making
clalms .for historic Chrlstianity, inspired a desire to cling
to the old torms and truths.

It was in this kind o.f soll that

Robert Blsmere tell and sprang up .for a tlme.
In this rather limited sense, then, the book might be
called a "period piece."

Its hero was a type ot all those who

had lost their taith but who could not be content to be
out it.

with~

".Robert Elsmere was .far more than the hero ot an

enormously successtul novel;" wrote Lionel Trilling, "he was
41

Robert Elsmere, Vol. VIr (1888), p. 119.

the protagonist in a great social and intellectual crisis that
in one way or another involved all thinking people." 42
Critics are in agreement as to the conditions Robert tound at
Oxford in the seventies: these were typical of all England.
"The seventies in England w1tnessed a reco1l trom the rationalIsm which bad so much dominated the two decades betore.
What may be called a religious romanticism had become increasi
ly appealing."

43

Mrs. Ward had been criticized tor allowing

her hero to go through his undergraduate days without apparently
feeling any of' the influences to which he was to become subject
after his ordination.

But here also he was perhaps not un-

typical:
There is not the least doubt that many
men brought up to holy orders in the
Oxford ot forty years ago were similarly
immune from the Zeitgeist. No one who·
is in the least familiar with the mood ot
the theological student ot our day has the
least difficulty in recognizing Blsmere's
distress and most at us could quote
parallels from men whom we have personally
known. The verisimilitude ot Mrs. Ward's
characters • • • is well-night perfect.
44

.

At all events, its author was sat1stied with the reception her book received.

Its success "seemed to show that with

all its many faults /)'t;1

had yet possessed a certa1n representa-

tive and pioneer1ng force; and that • • • the generation in
which it appeared had spoken through it." 45
42 ~. Cit., p. 30
43 ICid7;:P. 305.
44 !. t. Stewart, ~ Cit. p. 681.
45 Writer's Recoll8C'Ci~ II, 99.

CHAPTER IV

DAVID GRIEVE AND HELBECK .Q!: ...
BAN
.......N;o,;....I S..D.....A..,L.,.E
Henry James, concluding his remarks about Robert Elsaere
had expressed the desire ot the public tor Mrs. Ward's "next
study ot acute contemporary statesft which, he said, was "as
impatiently awaited as the birth ot an heir to great possessions. ft It was four years betore Mrs. Ward presented what
she considered "the other side ot the Greenian or Modernist
message - i.e., that .lite itselt, the ordinary human lite and
experience ot every day as it has been slowly evolved through
history, is the true source ot religion, it man will but listen
to the message in his own soul." 1
like that ot

Rober~

!he genesis ot David Grieve,

Elsmere was in a piece ot controversial

writing, a Dialogue entitled

"~he

New Reformation," written

in answer to Gladstone's indictment of Robert
Elsmere and pub•
lished in the Nineteenth Century. 2

Into it Mrs. Ward threw

all the reading and argument which ot necessity she had to
leave out of the novel.

The projected Dialogue caused some

trepidation among hertriends:
Mr. Jowett was nervous about it, and
came up on purpose tromOxtord to persuade me, it he could, not to write it.
His view - and that of Mr. Stoptord
Brooke - was that a work ot art moves
on one plane, and historical or critical

1
2

Writer's Recollections, II, 109.
iarch, 1890.

controversy on another~ and that a
novel cannot be justified by an essay.
But my defense was not an essay: I
put it in the form of a conversation~
and made it as living and varied as I
could. By USing this particular form~
I was able to give the traditional as
well as the critical case with some
fullness~ and I took great pains with
both.
~
out of this "analysis of what may be called the intellectual presuppositions of Robert Elsmere" arose the conception
of David Grieve which carried the same

problems~

the same kind

of characters not this time into the intellectual world of
Oxford and the English parishes but into the industrial and
secularist world of Manchester.
The History of David
fashion

demanded~

"chorus of

praise~

Grieve~

in the three volumes

appeared in 1892 and was greeted with a
criticism and general talk."

Jowett wrote

that it was "the best novel since George Bliot - extraordinarily
,

pathetic and interesting;" an article in the British

~eekll

called it "an almost absolute failure;" Walter Pater said that
it seemed "to have all the forces of its predecessor at work
in

it~

with perhaps a mellower kind of art - a more mature

power of blending disparate literary gifts in one." 4
David~

who is almost the only one of Mrs. Ward's heroes

who does not belong to the aristocracy either of birth or

talent~

is the son of a Derbyshire farm-boy and a Parisian Milliner'.
3
4

Writer's

Recollections~

Trevelyan~ ~ £!!.~

II~

p. 99.

106.

assistant.

The story desoribes the growth of his character

under the vicissitudes of life, and the deterioration of the
character of his sister, Louie.

David is "taught of God,

through natural affection, through repentance, through sorrow,
through the constant energies of the intellect." 5

orphaned

in early childhood the brother and sister are taken in by their
Uncle Reuben Grieve and his hard wife, Hannah.

Part One, the

best trom a literary point of View, desoribes their life on
their uncle's farm; in its rustic characters, its picture
ot thwarted ohildhood, and its natural scenery it is somewhat

- --

reminiscent of Millon the Floss.

;;....-...-...--

In Part Two, David, to

escape the boredom of the farm, runs away to Kanohester where
his self-confidence and ability soon win him a measure of
suocess as a bookseller's assistant.

Here he enters upon

the first stage ot his spiritual history.

His childhood had

been untouched by any religious interest except tor a brief
awakening under the onslaughts of a revivalist preaoher.

Now,

through his reading of Voltaire, Rousseau and Diderot, he
passes into a state of hostility towards Christianity, going
to Secularist meetings at the Hall of Science and taking part
in debates in local seoularist "parlors."
In Part Three, the most unreal and incredible section
of the book, David and Louie go to PariS wher'e they pass through
a series of parallel adventures of a disreputable kind.

After

the young French artiste with whom David is infatuated leaves
5 David Grieve, EPilogue.

him, he is saved from suicide by the very timely arrival of the
teacher and friend of his boyhood the minister, Ancrum, and for
a while under Ancrum's influence and that of another friend,
Dora Lomax, he is attracted toward belief In revealed religion.
Part Four reveals him as a Manchester bookseller once
more, rising in course of time to be a great employer ot
labor, a philanthropist, and a man full ot benevolent soclal
schemes.

He is led, through grlef over his wife'S death and

over the tragle end of his slster, to a final, rather vague,
Elsmerean type of religion, the two main points of which are
God's fatherhood and man's Immortallty.
As in Robert Blsmere the method ot presentation was
r

expository, but as a whole the novel had less unity, the theology and the story tailing to coalesce as well.

In Robert

Elsmere the plot arose out of the attitude'of the characters
towards Christian theology; in David Grieve the religious concerns ot the author otten seem extraneous and unnecessary,
especially when put, as in Part Four, into the form of lengthy
extractions from David's diary.
The old problems of Mrs. Ward's youth occupy David's
thoughts:

"Two subjects held his deepest mind all through,

whatever aight be added to them, the study of ethics in their
bearing upon religious conceptions and the study ot Christian
origins." 6 David inherits Blsmere's admiration tor the
rt

6 ..........
Ibid., IV, 552 •

Biblical criticism

or

the nineteenth century:

When I look back over the mass ot patient
labor which bas accumulated during the
present century around the Founder ot
Christianity and the origins or his societywhen I compare the textbooks ot today with
the textbooks ot sixty years ago - I no
longer wonder at the arrogance with which
the French eighteenth century treated the
whole subject.
7
One

ot

Mrs. Ward's contentions in "The New Retormation" was

that the Christian Apologists approached the cl'itical study

ot Christianity under the intluence ot "attection" and with a
preconceived bias.

David Grieve echoes this opinion; ot his

tl'iend, Canon Aylwin he writes in his diary:
• • • When this intellect ot hiS, so
keen, so richly stored, approaches the
special ground ot Christian thought, it
changes in quality. It becomes wholly
subol'dinated to the attections, to the
influence ot education and habitual surroundings • • • discuss with him the
critical habits and capacity ot those
earliest Christlan wrlters, on whose
testimony so much ot the Christlan canon
depends -ask him to separate the strata
or material in the New Testament, according
to their relative historical and ethical
value, under the laws which he would hi.,selt apply to any other literature in the
world • • • you will teel what a complete
change has come over his mind.
8
Atter his rescue by Ancrum when traditlonal Christianity
"with all its varied and beautiful tlowering in human llte,"
begins to attract David, as that he telt himselr "day by day
becoming more ot an orthodox Christian," it is German criticism
that helps to check the tendency.
7

~

Ibid., p. 555.
Ibid., pp. 481-2.

"It was the converging in-

fluence of books and life - no doubt largely helped with regard
to the details of Christian belief by the pressure of the German historical movement." 9
In David Grieve, the counterpart of Newcome is the
"Pus6,Yite" curate, a "long, gaunt figure of a familiar monklsh
type," who receives Dora Lomax Into the Anglican communion.
Dora's is, characteristlcally, an emotional attraction toward
the little ritualistic church.

She is drawn by "something In

the orderlng of the place, in its colors, Its scents, in the
voice of the priest • • • Never had religion spoken so touchingly to her before as through these hJmOs, these flowers, this
Incense, this Eucharistic c.eremonlal." 10
c

One of the i.pelling considerations of the hour, during

Mrs. Wardls youthful days in Oxford, was the question of
soclal reform.

The minds of all, "The Master,

Jowet~ Green, Toynbee • • • were full • • •

Cot Balliol,

ot the 'condi-

tion"bf the people' questlon,.of temperance, housing, wages,
electoral reforms; within the university, and by the help of
the weapons of thought and teachIng, they regarded themselves
as the natural allles of the Liberal party which was striving
for these things through politics and parliament." 11

It was

always lamented by Mrs. Ward that the High Church party did
not give more attention to the question of social betterment.
Thus she regretted that to Dr. Pusey and Canon Liddon, social
9 IbId., p. 483.
10 IOr!., II, pp. 166-6.
11 lFIter's Recollections, I, 177.

retor. mattered less than the "date of the book of Daniel or
the ret,ention of the Athanasian Creed," and she pi tied Newman
who had once admitted "with pathetic frankness," that he had
never considered "whether there were too many public houses
in England or no." 12
Marcella, in the novel of that name, was going to reflect all the stir aroused by these questions in Mrs. Ward's
thoughts, but the theme also appears in David Grieve, as it
had in Blsmere.
religion.

It is always associated with the "new·

Dora Lomax is an embodiment of the "older High

Church type."
The care of the poor and the needy was
of course, indispensable to the Christian
lite; but-she thought first and most of
bringing them to Church • • • The modern
fuss about overcrowded houses and unsapitary conditions • -•• the preaching of temperance, education, thrift - these things
type and day • • • to be tinged with atheism
and communism.

13

The stage for the nineteenth century struggle between
faith and skepticism is set in the soul of David'. melancholy
friend, the minister, AncrUDl.

His "brooding intellect was

forever raising the same problem, the same spectre of universal
doubt, in which God, conSCiousness, faith were words without a
meaning." 14

He is tossed between the two great forces that

clashed in the Arnold household.
Ibid., p. 178
13 niiId Grieve, IV, p. 461.
14 IbId., fI, t55.

12

-

"Beside Huxley and Clifford

~n his deskJlay Newman's "Sermons" and "Apologia" and a little

High Church manual of self-examination." 15

With Ancrum, too,

the attractlon toward Chrlstianity is an emotional one, against
his better, rational judgment:
You may hear any day [he tells David]
that I have been received into the
Catholic Church • • • I have struggled
alone for peace and certainty. I cannot
get them for myself. There is an august,
an inconcelvable posslbility which makes
my heart stand still when I think ot it,
that the Catholic Church may verily have
them to glve, as she says she has. I am
weak - I shall submlt - I shall throw
myself upon her breast at last.
16
As the

Edlnbur~

reviewer pointed out, Ancrum is a

study ot an extreme; so Is Dora and most of the other characters on ·the crowded stage of the novel.
drawn character than Elsmere and

L~uie

David is a better
better still, yet the

feeling perSists that they are drawn ready made with little
room tor the play of motive or passion.
Bither, as in the case of David Grieve
himselt, the lines are so deeply cub from
the first that neither play no deviation
is possible; or, as in the case of Louie,
a single point is emphasIzed with exaggerated force. David is a carefully constructed machine, Louie a personIfied
passion.
17
On the whole, David Grieve was not as well received by the
reviewers as its predecessor.

Its inordinate length and loose

construotion, its lack of proportion and its long passages of
15 Ibid.
16 !5IO., IV, 495.
17 wnavld Grleve," Bdlnbursh Review, CLXXV (1892)
p. 522.

sermonizing in labored style were deficiencies not atoned tor
by the story.

T.be lack of artistry was more apparent.

"In

construction, in evolution, in all the art and devices necessary to produce a literary composition, it is distinctly and
surprisingly interior." 18
In Marcella and its sequel,

~

George Tressady, Mrs.

Ward abandoned for the moment her favorite preoccupation of
religion and advanced into the field of the social and political novel.

Marcella is a militant defender of the downtrodden

poor against the landed aristocrats; she scatters labor pamphlets, inveighs against the game laws, denounces property
and prophecies
down.

~

fUture when all inequalities will be levelled

This theme, however, as we have seen, was connected

with Mrs. Ward's conception of the new Christianity which she
was concerned in spreading.

In a letter to Gladstone she de-

scribed the part social action would eventually. take:
For the masses, in the future, it seems
to me that charitable and social organization w11l be all-important. If the s1mpler
Christian ideas can clothe themselves in
such organization - and I believe they can
and are even now beginning to do it - their
effect on the democracy may be incalculable.

19

Mrs. Ward returned to the religious field in her next
novel, Helbeck of Bannlsdale, with more

su~cess.

In fact, she

succeeded so well that it seemed to Edmund Gosse she was "by
dint of determination slipping into the ranks of the creators. "20
.

18
19
20

"Culture and Anarchy," Quarterly Review,CLXXIV (1892),p.330.
Quoted in Trevelyan, ~ CIt., p. 61
~~, p. 208.
---

She bad been pronounced "too much of an Angllcan not to be lmbued wlth the spirlt of compromlse," but the theme of Helbeck
was the imposslbl1lty of compromise between the lrreconcl1ables
Cathollclsm and unbellef.

~e

story was conceived, Mrs. Ward

relates, ln the course of a conversatlon which turned "on the
fortunes of tbat interestlng old place, Slzergh Castle, near
Kendal, and of the Cathollc family

~he Strickland~

to whom

lt then stl1l belonged, though mortgages and lack of pence
were threatening lmminently to submerge an ancient stock that
had held it unbrokenly from father to son through many generatlons." 21

Her mind immediately saw the posslbllities of a

storr built around the relations between, such a family wlth
lts "proud record of unbroken loyalty to a once persecuted
faith" and the modern world.
Relbeck, however, she wrote to a friend,
• • • was purely human and not controversla1 ln lts origin. It ls ln these confllcts between old and new, as it bas always
seemed to me, that we moderns find our best
example of compel11ng fate, - and the weakness of the personal llfe in the grlp of
great forces that regard 1t not, or seem to
regard lt not, is just as attractive as ever
lt was to the lmaginat1on.
22
.After consulting her father and Lord Acton, the Catholic
historlan, she began to plan the story 1n her characteristlc
way:
21
22

Wr1ter's Recollectlons, II, 179.
tetter to Mr.
E. laurlce, quoted in Trevelyan,
p. 150.

c.

~

Q!!.,

Suppose the contending forces represented,
at the present time, by two human beingsa man and a woman? • • • To make the woman
priestess of the past while the man stood
for modernity and the victorious today,
would be easy - and conventional. But if
the woman were the modern representative of
the scientific, crItical mind? EvIdently
ahe could not be so argumentatively, Intellectually .••• Suppose to her were assigned the same instinctIve loyalty to 80mething greater than herself, which ahe cannot
expound or analyze, but which she feels for,
for Which ahe can die, - as that which made
the tragedy and glory ot the CatholiC story?

23

"All through the winter ot 1896-97 Mrs. Ward waw steep.
ing herself In CatholIc literature" in order to secure "that
grip of detail in matters of belief or rItual." 24

She dis-

cussed her book frequently With her father and wrote to hi.
in Dublin of the impressions roused by her reading.
One of the main impressions of this Catholic
literature upon me is to make me perceIve
the enormous intellectual pre-eminence of
Newman. Another impresslon • • • has been to
fll1 me wIth a perfect horror • • • ot the
austerities •• ~ which are indIspensable to
the Catholic ideal ot a saint • • • • the
Simple and rIgId 11ving which I have seen,
tor various ideal purposes, In friends of my
own - lIke T. H. Green - seems to me both
religious and reasonable, while I cannot for
the life of me, see anythIng In the austerities say, ot the Blessed Mary Alacoque.
25
Alan Helbeck, the Squire of Bannlsdale, was to represent "Catholicism at its best."

He exemplified "the old Cath-

olic crossed with that more mystical and enthusiastlc splrlt,
23
24
25

Preface to Helbeck of Bannisdale, Autograph Edition.
Houghton, MIfflIn and t10., quoted in Gwynn, ~.Q!!. pp.63-4
Trevelyan, ~ £!l., pp. 144-5.
Ibid., p. l~

-

brought in by such converts as Ward and Faber, under Roman and
Italian influence." 26

On the other side, Laura Fountain rep-

resented the "forces of intelligence, ot analysis, of criticism

ot which In themselves she knew llttle or nothing." 27 Her unbellef has its only foundation in an instinctive loyalty to the
memory of her father who had been a radical professor of history at

Cambridg~.

When she "tried to lay hold upon the

rational life, to help herself by it and from it, it failed
her everywhere." 28

Her father took her "out of her genera-

tion and gave her nothing in return."

He had but "staaped

himself and his cause deep Into her aftectlon. u 29
Helbeck's rigid Catholicism has a slightly more rational
toundatlon.
He had been trained by Jesult teachers;
he had llved and thought; his mind had a
tramework. Had he ever felt a difficulty,
he would have been ready, no doubt, with
the answer ot the schools. But he was
governed by heart and lmaginatlon no less
than Laura. A serviceable Intelligence
had been used slmply to strengthen the
claims of feeling and faith.
30
The "child of Knowledge, child of Freedom, child of
Revolution" comes with her stepmother to llve at the ruined
mansion ot Bannisdale and she and the Squire

fal~

In love.

The

main portion at the story details the heart searchlngs of both,
until Laura, feelIng that dIsbelief will always be a barrier
26 Letter to M~. AddiS, Ibid., p. 147.
27 Helbeck ot Bannisdale;-II,,202.
28 fbid., p:-132.
29 f5Ia., p. 203.
30 IOta.,
p. 131 •
..........

between them, puts an end to her life, whereupon Helbeck, as
he had intended before he met her, enters a Jesuit novitiate.
Religion, orthodox and otherwise, is variously represented by the characters.

Helbeck, despite his fervor and good-

ness is a bigot, almost a fanatic, "showing most animation. • •
whenever it was a question or Protestant rebuffs." ~l
priest-ridden.
give." 32

He is

"!he priests suck him dry and he has nothing to

Father Bowles, resident priest in the district is

"of an old fashioned type with no pretensions to knowledge or
to aanners • • • of a gentle and yielding temper though rather
sly." 33

He is one of the most ignorant ot men • • • one of the

chief gossips of the neighborhood."

~4

Father Leadham, Helbeck'l

spiritual adviser, is a scholar and a gentleman, but he is •
recent convert, a former fellow of Trinity, Cambridge.
Anglicanism is represented by a fanatical curate Ln
charge of a mountain chapel and his equally fanatical disciple,
Mrs. Mason, Laura's "Cousin Elizabeth."

Tbe author's favorite

-

"Greenian" phIlosophy is expressed by Dr. Friedland, a "thinker.
and historian" of cambridge, who delivers a lengthy monologue
on "the Greater, the Diviner Church."

Friedland is "in truth

one of the most religious of men and optimists," and possesses
". faith convinced of God, and a meaning of human lite, trusting the 'larger hope' that springs out of the daily struggle of
conSCience, and the garnered experience ot feeling."
S! IbId., p. 110
~2
3~

~4

25

ma.,

I, 27

YbIa.,
IDtd.,

II, 72.
pp. 251-2.

YDIQ., p.

-

58

~5

Reminiscences of Oxford controversies appear in the
description of Stephen Fountaints career which, like Jowett's
is represented as hampered and annoyed by prejudice:
Laura telt to her heart's core that he
was unsuccesstul; there were appointments
he should have had but had tailed to get,
and it was the religious part, the "clerical
crew" of Convocation that stood in the way
• •• It was they who stood between her
tat her and his deserts.
36
It was natural that the response to Helbeck would be ot
a controversial nature since it concerned itself, as the Church
Quarterly phrased it, "almost exclusively with questions which
are ot the most direct and vital interest to the Christian,
questions on the answer to which his very existence as a
Christian depends." 37

Indeed, that journal considered the

-

story "as much concerned in its way with religion as The
Pilgrim's Progress, or Callista, or

~

and

~,"

noting this

difference, that whereas "it is impossible to mistake the position of John Bunyan or Cardinal Newman, it is not always easy
to know that of Mrs. Ward." 38
the book tor

.

George Tyrrell who reviewed

!a!. Month took the author to task tor her picture

of Roman Catholicism.

Her "careful observation and studious

endeavor to be,tair-minded," he remarked, "fails to save her
altogether from that unreality and a priori extravagance which
experience alone can correct."

Thus the result is "narrow,

extravagant, out ot date, albeit well-meaning." 39
36 Ibid., I, 33
37 !Ora., Vol. XLVII (1898(, p. 135.
38

39

f61"Q., p. 136.. . .

WJiO

~timates

.'

of Catholic 'Lite," May, 1899. pp. 449-58.

Joseph Rlckaby, S.J., on the other hand, congratulated
her on the way she "used her opportunltles to make a careful
study of Catholic society.

She occaslonal1y surprises by

her knowledge, accurate Inslght and correct judgment." 40
In vain had she "steeped

herse~

Not

in Catholic literature," as

her answer to the strlctures ot a certain Father Clarke who
had criticized her views ot

Catho~icism,

showed.

It also

throws light on her methods ot composition.
The story that the orphan tells to Laura,
which Father Clarke calls "detestable,
extravagant and objectlonable," that no
instructed CatholiC would dream ot tellihg
to his juniors, is told by Father Law, S.J.,
to his younger brothers and Sisters, and
is given in the ver.r interesting Lite ot
Father Law by Bllis Schreiber. I-niVe-only
shorfenea-it.
41
She likewise revealed in answer to another of Father Clarke's
objections that some

o~

~rom

o~

Husenbeth ' s

~

2!

the receptlon glven It

~rom

a rellglous view-

Father Bowles were taken
Apart

the unprepossessing mannerisms
~rom

Blsho£ Milner.

polnt it was also welcomed by "George Meredith, J.M. Barrle,
Paul Bourget, and Henry James - the men who at that tlme stood
at the head o~ my own art." 42

George Meredlth wrote to her:

Your He1beck o~ Bannisdale held me
~irmly In tbe:reaClIng and remalns
wlth me • •• I~ I felt a monotony
during the struggle, It came o~ your
belng ~ait~ul to your theme - rapt o~ you would not have had such power
40
41
42

Month, XCII (1898( p. 6.
Letter to St. George Mivart, quoted in Trevelyan, p. 150.
Writer's Recollections, II, 183.

over your reader. I know not another
book that shows the classic [tate] 80
distinctly to view.
43
Mrs. Ward's sense tor landscape was probably readier
than her instinct tor human nature and the description ot natural scenery torms not a small portion of her work.
up to best advantage in Helbeck.
t

It shows

Bannisdale, situated on

the lower slopes ot Westmoreland, the land ot Mrs. Ward's
predilection, is a country ot dripping moSS and swelling
streams, in its bleak beauty a natural setting tor the severe
figure of Helbeck who is almost a part ot the landscape.

Laura

too, comes back to it as to her natural home, feeling "something in her own lot akin to the wilder and more tragic aspects ot this mountain land, to which she had turned from the
beginning with a daughter's yearning." 44
~ough

it is otten pathetiC, though sympathy is aroused

tor both Helbeck and Laura, though the plot is more simply
directed toward its end, and the action rises out of character
more than in Mrs. Ward's other novels, Helbeck
talls short ot the ideal of tragedy_

£!

Bannisdale

One must agree with the

critic in the Saturdaz Review that it is the "work of a pen
answering always to the demands ot an interested intelligence
but not under the control of a tine instinct.

The things the

characters do and say are all that reason can d...nd ot a
poignant Situation, yet they do not strike the true note ot
tragedy." 45

43 IbId.

44
45

DiIDeck ot Bannisdale, II, 128-9
octoBer IO,
p. 512.

taos,

CHAPTER V

ELFANOR AND

Helbeck

~

l'!!!

_CAS=E~O_F

RICHARD DYNELL

Bannisdale represented Mrs. Ward's talent in

its most .favorable .form and at its highest sUllUDit.

It "was

her culm1nating book • • • but trom that point on her powers
declined.

In Eleanor
and l1illi'am .Ashe
.
- - . the click o.f the machine
-

became audible, and a.ffer that there waa practically an end." 1
Bleanor, written atter a sojourn in Italy in 1699, ii
weighted by an atmosphere of controversy between Italian Liberals and Clericals.

Italy, 1n 1899, was "passing'through a

period ot humiliation and unrest," and Mrs. Ward was conscious
o.f a "deep and passionate sympathy" which made her indignant
with the critics o.f the "new Italy," with the "extreme Catholic
party at home, the sentimental Catholic tourist trom abroad
[whoJwere equally contemptuous and critical~" 2
between the old and the new is represented in

!he con.flict

!lean~

by Edward

Xaniety, the "scorn.ful d1lletante, the impatient accuser o.f an
Italy he does not underltand,,,3

and Lucy Foster who "dr~ws

trom har New England tradition a glowing sympathy .for the Risorgimanto and its truits." 4

!he real thread ot the story il

woven about the jealousy o.f Eleanor Burgoyne, Manisty's widowed
cousin, who WaS collaborating with him in the writing ot a book
and winning her way to his a.frection until the "ideally"
1
2
3
4

Gosse, ~ Cit., p. 208
WritertSlleCOIlections, II, 228.

tbla:.

-

lbIQ., p. 229.

American Lucy Foster intruded.

Perhaps because of the Ameri-

can character, Eleanor, which was serialized in

Har~er's

dur-

ing the year 1900, was the most popular ot Mrs. Ward's books
in the United States since Robert Elsmere.

Its setting was

rural Italy where inhabitants and scenery had captivated Mrs.
Ward, and rich descriptions of landscape and sky color the
pages although they are not as integral a part of the story as
are her descriptions of the Westmoreland scene.
Eleanor manifests the beginnings of Mrs. Ward's interest
in the movement called "Modernism" in the Catholic Church.

It

was during these years that Tyrrell, and other Modernists were
disturb,ing ecclesiastical circles with their ideas on the relation between Biblical criticism and dogma.

The influence

of this movement and of a similar movement in the Anglican
Church was to be more manifest in Mrs. Ward's last religious
novel,

~

£!!!

~

Richard Melnell.

The Modernist position i.

represented in Eleanor by Father Benecke, Maniaty's friend, who
is suspended and deprived trom writing "what every educated
man in Europe knows to be true." 5 He has accepted the findings of the "new science" and the "new criticism," but he is
fearful ot the ban .of the Church.

"Tone vast accumulation of

biological fact on the one hand, and of historical criticism
on the other, that has become the common property ot the scientific mind, how was it to be recapitulated wIthin Catholic
limits?

He wrote in fear, like one walking on the burning

ploughshares of the ordeal." 6 Mrs. Ward took her model for

5 I!eanor, p. 424.
6

1014 •• p. 435.

Benecke from Dr. Schell, the Rector ot the Cathollc Unlverslty

ot Wurzburg, and the author ot a book whlch had just been condemned by the Congregatlon ot the Index.

"The Jesult Intluence

In Rome," she wrote, "had procured the condemnatlon ot the book.
Dr. Schell had flrst submitted; then • • • wlthdrew hls submisslon • • • I seemed to see the man who could not shut hls ear
to knowledge and history

struggl~ng

Cardlnal, who knew no hlstory.

In the grlp of men like the

It was the case of Dr.Schell

whlch suggested Father Benecke." 7
Edward Kanisty Is an example ot compromise.

He ls "one

ot the most thorough skeptlcs ot hls day," yet the book he is
wrlting is an "impassloned detense ot tradltlon, ot cathollcism
and the papacy, as the imperlshable,~lCdest~ctible things." 8
He sides with the Church because he is a "Romantic and an
artlst," and the new anti-clerlcal Italy seems "an ugly jerrybull~

attalr, compared wlth the Papacy and all that it stood

tor." 9~ His argument tor rellglon Is the Arnoldlan one - "Somehow or other you must get conduct out ot the masses - or society
goes to pleces.

But you can do this only through religlon." 10

The recelpt ot Eleanor brought congratulatory letters
trom several ot Mrs. Wardls critics.
It gave him -

7
8
9
10

• • • the chance to overflow into my
tavorlte occupatlon ot rewrltlng as I
read, such flction as - I can read. I

Wrlter's Recollections, II, 218.
ileanor, p. 44
fbId., p. 516
YbIQ., p. 355.

-

Henry James wrote that

took this llberty in an inordinate degree
with Eleanor - and I always feel it the
highest tribute I can pay • • • I should
say you had done nothing more homogeneous,
nor more hanglng or movlng together. It
has Beauty - the book, the theme and treatment allke, ls magnlficently mature • • •
I won't grossly pretend to you that I think
the book hasn't a weakness and rather a grave
one • • • Lucy has no true, no adequate, no
logical antithetic .force • • • But • • ,. when
a book's beautiful, nothing does matter.
11
Frederick Harrison also wrote saying he thought it the
Dmost finished and artistic D of all her books, and Done of the
most subtle and graceful things in modern .fiction." 12

From

America, Charles Eliot Norton added, Dyou have added to the
treasures ot English imagination literature and no higher reward than this can any writer hope to gain."

l~

For eleven years Mrs. Ward abandoned the religious theme
as a major interest although in the .five novels that came between Eleanor and

~

£!!! 2!

Richard Meynell there are

echoe~

of current religious problems. Jacob Delafield in Lady Rose's
Daughter is a student of Biblical criticism and the New Testament speakS to him "imperatively, though ln no orthodox or accustomed way,D and Ashe, in

~

Marriage

~

William

~,

in

spite of his declared skepticism is enormously interested in
religion.
In 1911, Mrs.Ward set her hand to her last definitely

-......--

religious novel, a sequel to , Robert Elsmere. ~e Case o.f
11 Quoted in Writer's Recollectlons, II, 223. However, Mrs.
Trevelyan wrItes taat Henry 3ames "never wholly approved
, of Mrs. Ward's art as a novelist. D (Life of Mrs. Humphry
Ward, p. l.S.)
12 Writer's Recollections, II, 225.
13

!5!d.

Richard Meynell was her final attempt to convert the people ot
England to her view of what the Church of Bngland should be.
Again her theme was the clash of old and new:
Whether the old bottles can be adjusted
to the new wine, whether further division
or a new Christian unity is to emerge from
the strife of tongues, whether the ideas of
modernism, rife in all forms of Christianity,
can be accommodated to the ancient practices
and given a share in the material possessions
of the State Church.
14
Since Bleanor she had become more and more interested in
Modernism, seelng it in a force which she hoped would revivify
the Churches.

In 1907 she had written, after a close reading

of George TYrell's works:
What interests and touches me most in religion
at the present moment is Liberal Catholicism.
It has a bolder freedom than anything in the
Anglican Church, and a more philosophic and
poetIc .. outlook. It seems to me at any rate
to combine the mystical and scientific powers
in a wonderful degree. It I only could be- .
lieva that it would last and had a futurel 15
Richard Meynell is an Anglican clergyman; like Robert
Elsmere, he is an Oxford man, "an old Balliol scholar," bearing
"the marks ot Jowett and Caird still deep upon him." 16

Like

Elsmere he is influenced "by the uprising of the typical modern
problems, historical, critIcal, scientific."

He also bad been

beset by doubts until they were resolved by the literature of
Continental Modernism:
• • • at last a couple ot small French

14 Tbe Case 2! Richard'Melnell, Preface.
15 Trevelyan, ~ cIt., p. 251
16 Richard Meynerl, p. 16.

books by a French priest and the sudden
uprush ot new lite in the Roman Church
bad brought to the remote English Clergyman at once the crystallization ot doubt
and the paSSion of a treed falth. 'Modernism'the attempt ot the modern spirit, acting
religiously, to refaShion Christlanlty not
outslde, but Inslde, the warm limits of the
ancient churcnes - was born; and Richard
Meynell became one ot the first converts
in England.
17
Unli~e

Elsmere, Meynell does not give up his orders in

the Established Church; his is a rebellion from within.

He

maintains that the Church ot England should allow the people

ot England to enjoy the: advantages of her worship and her
sacraments wi thout beliet in dogma,.

He contends that the re-

tention of his living, although he had obtained it on a promise

ot orthodoxy is compatible with his views as a revolutlonary
modernist.

T.his was not a. nw. idea in England.

As far back

as 1833 Dr. Arnold had advocated the comprehension ot Dissenters withln the Establlshed Church.
Church wlth State and to admit all
cluding only Unitarlans.

He proposed to Identlty
de.on~tions

His pamphlet,

~

Into it, ex-

Principles

2!

Church Retorm was rejected by both Church and Dissent allke
and it was partly to retute its ideas that Keble's sermon on
National Apostacl was preached.

It was against such conceptions

of the Church that the Oxford Movement was directed:
!he real religious lssue before the age was
not whether Hlgh Church or Low Church vlews
should prevail In the Church of England, but
·whether the Chrlstlan religlon should preserve
Its spirltual Identity, or whether It should
be transtormed by the Splrit of the age
17

-Ibld.,

p. 81.

and. absor~ed into the secularized culture
of the modern world • • • With the development ot the new Biblical Criticism in the
nineteenth century, the objective and
infallible character of Christian revelation gradually disappeared and a way was
opened to the complete de-supernaturalization ot protestant Christianity.
18
For years Mrs. Wardts ideal had been that of Thomas
Arnold, only carried further.

She would admit all to member-

ship as Anglicans who kept the "two great commandments."

In

1898 she had written to Bishop Creighton, "Every year I live

I more and more resent the injustice which excludes those who
hold certain historical and critical opinions from full membership in the National Church •• Why are we all always to
be bound by the formularies of a past age, which avowedly
represent a certain state of past opinion, a certain balance
of parties?ft 19

The Master ot Balliol had the same view and

so bad her uncle, Matthew Arnold:
My uncle was a modernist long before his
time • • • but to the end of his life he
was a contented member ot the 4nglican
Church so far as attendance at her services was concerned, and belief in her mission ot ftedification" to the English people.
He had little sympathy with people who
"went out." Like Mr. Jowett he would have
liked to see the Church slowly reformed
from within.
20
So Richard Meynell in his "moving appeal for religious freedom"
re-echoes opinions long before expressed.
18
19

20

Dawson, ~ Cit., p. 133.
Trevelyan, OPi Cit., p. 152.
Writer1s Reco liCtions, II, 14.

He asks for

freedom of development and "variation"
within organized Christianity itself • • •
a reformed Church, co-extensive with the
nation, resting on a democratic government,
yet tenderly jealous of its ancient ceremonies, so long as each might interpret
them "as he was able," and they were no
longer made a force ot tyranny and exclusion.

21

It was easy to trace the idea of a comprehension ot all believers back to Thomas Arnold, and it was natural that such a
comprehension should advance far beyond the limits set to it
by Arnold.

But Mrs. Ward also

a~tributed

to Newman the gene-

sis of Some ot Richard Meynell's theories, especially those

ot the Modernists inside both Catholicism and Anglicanism.
Commenting on Meynell's speech at the climax ot his trial
before the Court ot Arches, the Bishop of Dunchester, one of
his adherents, says:
• • • a Church of free men, coextensive
with the nation, gathering into one fold
every English man, woman and child, that
was Arnold's dream just as it is Meynell's.
And yet • • • some ot the governing ideas
were Newman'S. As I listened I seemed • • •
to see the two great leaders, standing side
by Side, twin brethren in a new battle, growing out ot the old, with a great mingled bost
behind them.
22
This misconception ot Newman's theories, held by a number of "Modernists," was based on their interpretation of bis
Essay

~ ~

Development ot Christian Doctrine in which he at-

tempted to account for changes in the torm of doctrine and worship throughout the ages.

He expressed the "theory ot develop-

ment" as tollows:
21
22

Richard Meinell, p. 540.
Ibid., p. 52.

-

• • • that the increase and expansion of
the Christian creed and Ritual, and the
variations which attended the process in
the case of individual writers and churches,
are-the necessary attendants on any philosophy
or policy which takes possession of the intellect and heart and bas had any wide or extended
dominion; that from the nature of the human
mind, time is necessary for the comprehension
and perfection of great ideas, that the highest
and most wonderful truths, though communicated
to the world once for all by inspired t.eachers,
could not be comprehended all at once by the
reCipients, but as received and transmitted by
minds not inspired and through media Which were
human, have required only the longer time and
deeper thought for their full elucidation.
23
Some foundation for the theories of change held by
Meynell and the modernists could be found in such statements in
the Essay, as "here below to live is to change, and to be perfect is to have changed often.

One cause ot corruption in

religion is the refusal to follow the course ot doctrine as it
moves on, and an obstinacy in the ~otions ot the past." ~4
Although there were pOints of resemblance, the theories
of Modernists like George Tyrrell whose works Mrs. Ward had
been reading enthusiastically, differed essentially from Newman's.

The latter's theory of development .as built around

the idea ot the Apostolic "deposition tidei7,-" of revelation
as a body of truths given to the world "once tor all."
For Newman the development of doctrine
consisted simply in deducing the consequences and implications ot the original
closed revelation -• • • The modernists
by their acceptance of biblical criticism
23

Ope Cit., p. 27; quoted by A. R. Vidler, The Modernist
'lDen"T1il the :opn Church, p. 56.
24 2.P.:.. £!h, P. 9; quotea In Vidler,~.
.
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were dr1ven, and by the1r sympathy w1th an
evolutionary ph11osophy were encouraged,
to re1nterpret 1n one way or another, the
concept10n of a f1nal and 1nfal11ble
"depos1tum fide1." Newman's theory of
deduct1ve development which began where
the New Testament left off gave way to a
theory of the evolut10n of dogma which
was based on a reading of the New Testament.
2&
1J'bus Tyrell taught that "Revelat10n 1s not a f1xed body of doctr1ne, but the sp1rit or idea of Chr1st1anity wh1ch has been
and is st11l be1ng rea11zed 1n the exper1ence ofChr1st1ans." 26
And Richard Meynell preaches that "just as science and history
and philosophy change with this ever 11v1ng and growing advance,
so re11g10n .- man's 1deas of God and h1s own soul." 27

H~story,

tor Meynell, as tor Elsmere, 1s the great revealer ot God to
man, .and 1 t 1s h1s:tory that "has transformed or 1s transform1ng
Chr1stianity." 28

R1chard Meynell is connected w1th Robert

Elsmere by the introduct10n of Elsmere's w1fe, Catharine, and

h~:

daughter; Catharine's struggle to reconcile herself to Mary
Elsmere's marriage to Meynell forms a subord1nate theme 1n the
story.

S1nce Robert Elsmere Mrs. Ward felt that great advances

bad been made towards her ideals.

~5

26
27
28
2,9

Meynell boasts that

• • • the fight 1s beginning to be equal.
Twenty years ago - 1n Blsmere's t1me- a
man who held his v1ews and m1ne could only
go • • • Jowett, I am 1nc11ned to think ought
to have gone. But the d1str1but10n of the forces,
the l1e of the f1eld is now altogether changed.
29
V1dler, Ib1d., p. 59.
Ib1d., p:--B!.
!renard Metnell, p. 620.
fEld., p. 21
YDIQ., pp. 14-15.

-

Mrs. Ward planned, depending on the success of this
novel, to follow it up with a volume of imaginary "Sermons and
Journals of Richard "eynell," going into more detall wlth regard
to some of the problems of the book.

But Richard Meynell did

not succeed in arousing the English public - to many the Elsmerian ideals were now somewhat antiquated and as one reviewer
expressed it; "New oil cannot prevent the old machine from jamming."

Such crit1cism as 1t received was based on its polemical

character. "Meynell's attempt to reform and liberate the Church!
wrote the Athenaeum reViewer, "seems as destructive as would be
the attEtmpt to enlarge abuilding by shoving its walls outward
from within." 30

The Spectator reduced Meynell'~ reforms to two

categories, " in part they are such changes in Church government
as are advocated by the Church Reform Union or such modification
I

in the Church services as have been debated for the last few
years in Convocation; in part they are"a restatement • • • of
the Arian view of Christianity." 31
chapter in

Wilfrid Ward devoted a

!!!! .!!!!! _Il_a_t_t_e_r_s to Meynell' s theology, castigating

"the credu11ty of Mrs. Ward - her wholesale and uncritical reaction to credulity in old legends, to credu11ty in brand new
theories." 32

4s a novel the book suffered from the character-

istic fault: it was more sermon than story.

The dramatic ele-

ment was lacking as there was no essential struggle in the
hero's mind.
30
31
32

"The Case of Richard Meynell," Oct. 28, 1911, p. 516
"The Case of Richard Meynell," Nov. 11, 1911, p. 985
"Reduced Christianity," p. 395.

Tbe sensational sub-plot built around a village scandal involves Meynell only b.1 chance.
By 1917 Mrs. Ward had become somewhat discouraged by
the 'religious situation.

"On the religious development of

the last thirty years," she wrote in her Recollections, ItI
can find but little that is gladdening." 33 Her last position
was that of Richard Meynell:

"If only, instead ot deserting

the Churches, the Modernists ot today

wo~ld

have the courage

to claim them! - there again would be a stirring ot the waters~
She perhaps would have been less discouraged could she have
read the opinions ot other critics in regard to the changes
taking place in Anglicanism; Christopher Dawson, imagining
Pusey and Keble returning to see the results ot their work,
says. of them:
Tbey would not pay. great attention to
the increase in the use ot vestments and
incense and Gregorian Chant. They would
ask whether there was more supernatural
faith in the Church ot Bngland than there
was a century ago - whether there was a
stronger hold on dogma and a more objective
view ot spiritual truth. And it would not
be easy to answer in the aftirmative since
the success of the Anglo-Catholic movement
• • • has been accompanied by a no less
remarkable advance ot Liberalism and
Modernism in matters ot faith. But what
would most alarm • • • the apirits ot Keble
and Pusey is that the tendencies are no
longer sharply defined • • • They coexist
in each other in the very bosom of the
Anglo-catholic party itselt.
33

34
35

II, p. 249
Ibid, p. 252
Ope Cit., pp. 137-8

CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY
That Mrs. Ward was a successtul novelist there is llttle
doubt, measuring success in terms of popularity.

In making a

,.

careful distinction between success and influence Andre Morize
once defined the tormer as:
a sociological tact, to which the
artistlc, literary or philosophical
value of a work often contributes
nothing. Success means slmplythat,
from a number of causes, - fashion,
. advertising, an accord with the aspiratlons of a certaln social group, - a
work has momentarily become the "rage." 1
Whether her novels wielded any influence is less certain, if
by influence we mean "the presence of an element that shifts
the existlng equilibrium and orients anew the activity of
writer,- genre, or literature." 2

Their influence was perhaps

felt in another than the literary field.

All the novels we

have discussed, and Robert Elsmere preeminently, embodied in
a popular and easlly intelligible form the problem facing a
large group of serious minded persons of the period.

The prob-

lem was that ot an immensely quickened spiritual life - the result of the Oxford Movement - trying to find support for Christianity Inthe face of scientific denial of the authority on
which that faith rests.

.

Robert Elsmere was moat successful

because it was the best material Mrs. Ward ever had - the
1
2

Problems and Methods of LiteraEX Studz, pp. 226-7.
- .

IbId., p. '"""2'29.

-

background, thought and characters of the Oxford which she
knew, and because it appeared at the time it did.

It would

have attracted less attention a few years later when the conclusions of the "new science" and the "new cti:ticism" were
more widespread.
The Victorian period is well known to have been one
of religious unrest.

Throughout it the discussion of the per-

manent and transient elements in Christianity was taking a
foremost place in all strata of society, not only in form ot
the contest around the Tractar1an principles but in the direction of Bssals

~

Reviews, The Colenso Trial, the Simeon

EVangelists, and the teachings of Maurice.

The result of the

controversies which took place in the bosom of the Establishment was ever toward more and more compromise w1th the spirit
of the age, and it was not surprising that many serious minded
people were tremendously concerned with relig10n lest it vanish.
Often those most interested in and affected by the rationalistic
philosophy of the time were disinclined because of early association to carry

it~

conclusions as far as they would go.

Hence

we have many examples of divided spirits, of whom it could be
said as it was said of Matthew Arnold, that he was an "anima
naturallter Christiana but it wouldn't function • • • because
it was hamstrung by the Rationalism of the world he was born
into." 3 Arnold was so tar affected by the Tractarians as to
3

Ronald Knox, "A Bear Guard Action: 1888, in
p. 208.

~ ~

Deli&qt,

believe that a "Historic Church" with traditional ceremonies
should be perpetually preserved, not as an authoritative voice
of God but as a sort container for the religious ideas of the
age, which changed according to the age.

He too was affected

by the "shadow not the light falling from Newman," in his ideas
of the development of religion.

That he considered himself

indebted to Newman for other dispositions is made evident in
a letter written to him during an exchange of correspondence
in the years 1871-72.
are all of uS[he wrot~ carried in ways
not of our own makIng or choosing, but
nothing can ever do away the effect you
have produced upon me, for it consists
in a general disposition of mind rather
than in a particular set of ideas. In
all the conflicts I have had with modern
Liberalism and Dissent, and with their
pretensions and shortcomings, I recognize your work; and I can truly say that
no praise gives me so much pleasure as
to be told (which sometimes happens) that
a thing I have said reminds people, either
in manner or matter of you.
4:

We

T.ne rationalism in Oxford after Newman's departure was
a direct. challenge to the 'f'ltactarians, and those most active
in its propagation had been more or less closely connected with
the movement as Pattison and Jowett.
not revealed its full potentialities.

The Movement as yet had
Out of Oxford it spread

into the parishes of the countr.1 where gradually the "Puseyites"'
put more and more insistence on the doctrine of Apostolical
succession, on the importance of the sacraments and on the Mass
as the central act of worship.
4:

Trilling,.QE.

EVen though these "romanizing"

ill., pp. 332-33.

practices met with violent oPPosition the movement was effective
in many ways of an awakening of interest in religion and
spiritual life.

The later Tractarians were infected by a

humanitarian enthusiasm which carried willing workers into the
slum districts of the large cities to wear themselves out much
as Newcome, Blsmere's High Church friend.

It is this aspect

of bis character that Mrs. Ward is most sympathetic with in
her portrait of him.

His other qualities, especially his lack

of interest in questions of Biblical scholarship, were attitudes
ascribed to the conservatives in Oxford, the followers of Dr.
Pusey and Canon Liddon.

It was against this conservatism that

Jowett and Pattison constantly directed their shafts.

Robert

Elsmere was an attack upon it, but though the voice was Mrs.
Ward's the ideas were Jowett's, pattison's, Matthew Arnold's
and the Higher Critics'.
Critics seriously.

Mrs. Ward's public took the Higher

-

--

Later Ronald Knox in !he Absolute and a

---

Bit 0' Hell could SUCCinctly summarize the steps in the Higher

Criticism as to110ws:
First Adam fell, then Noah's Ark
was drowned
And Samson, under close inspection
bound.
For Daniel's blood the Critic-lions
roared
And trembling hands threw JQnah overboard.

He disposed as summarily in "Renunion All Round," ot extreme
Modernists who, like Richard Meynell, would bring together
"Heresies and Schisms Very Desirable" in their "proposal tor
a Symphorodox Church."

The tavorite Victorian means of' presenting serious
psychological or social problems was the novel and throughout
the period it was an instrument 01' propaganda.

From the

eighteen torties bnward the religious questions of' the moment
recei ved exci ted treatment in a has t 01' minor novels. 5
01'

One

the earliest on the Anglo-Catholic theme was Clement Walton

published in 1840 by William Grisley.

In 1841 Francis Edward

Paget presented a plea f'or church restoration in
or -Old
.....

Church and
New.
--

!!. __A~n~t_h~o_l_i_n_'_s;

The early Disraeli, the enemy of' Liber-

.

alism., devoted himself' to church problems in Tancred which
appeared in 1847.

A year later Newman's autobiographical

Loss and Gain appeared. Little by little in spite of' hostility,
-the new Anglo-Catholic school waS winning a place in the Established. Church.

In 1856 William Conybeare'$ Perversion appeared,

attacking positivism, skeptiCism, pantheism, and other alarming
t&ndencies ot the era including dilettantism.

Charles Kingsley'S

Alton Locke was a Liberal attack upon Tractarianism..

Charlotte

Yonge's series of' novels kept the Anglo-Catholic pOSition bef'ore
the public f'or many years, while Barchester !owers presented a
Mr. Slope whose "soul trembles in agony at the iniquities of'
the Puseyites."
Thus' Mrs. Ward wrote in a tradition.

!be eighties and

the nineties" the period 01' the conception of' the novels we
have discussed was a period of' ethical unrest and Victorian
doubt apd soul questioning was not yet over. Tonis was evidenced
5

---

--- --- ------

See Robert Bllis Baker, The Novel and the Oxford Movement for
--~~-a very good history of' the literature 01' controversy
up~ l~

by the abnormal success of Robert Elsmere which is significant
not so much because of what it said as because of the way in
which it was received.

Because it was in harmony with certain

trends in the general publiC, critics such as Walter Pater
could read its three volumes -with zeal

~nd

unflagging readi-

ness,- 6 and artists such as Burne-Jones could be -softened
and subdued with memories • • • wakened up so piercingly.- 7
D~Johnson

remarks somewhere that it is the fate ot

controversial novelists to be soon forgotten, regardless ot
how great a reputation they may have achieved.

The reason

is that either the questions they argue become at length solved,
or men despair of their solving and content themselves with
ignorance.

David Grieve, Helbeck and Richard Meynell, though

popular, did not succeed in agitating Cabinet ministers or in
setting bishops at variance with each other.

The warring

elements 1n the Oxford of the Sixties
and Seventies
,became
,
.
reconciled 1n compromise or indifference and Robert Elsmere
would arouse no excitement'today.
The fashion in fiction also has changed since Robert
Elsmere.

Tbe long biographies which introduced characters,

the pages describing a setting, have given place to the'portrait
suggested by a few deft words and the picture in a line.
this Mrs. Ward did not have the gitt.

For

But she did possess

the ability to incorporate intractible material into the novel.
6
7

Pater, ~ Cit., p. 56
Quoted rn-wrrterts Recollections II, 88.

It is not surprising that the resulting impression is intellectual rather than emotional or imaginative.

Stephen Gwynn

said that Mrs. Ward was "intermittently an artist;" 8 in the
novels there are many vivid and real touches, it is true, but
they soon merge into the author's "purpose," into polemiCS
and elaborated argument.

Mrs. Ward knew what should go into

a work of fiction: she could describe picturesque backgrounds,
especially those of her own Westmoreland country in such a way
that, as Pater remarked," [it] is more than a mere background;
its spiritual and, as it were, personal hold on persons, as
understood by the great poet of the Lakes, is seen actually
at work, in the formation, in the refining of character." 9
She carefully planned her plots and supplied local color ot
village and University town and country house; she mastered
the theme which was to rule plot and characters.

What was lack-

ing was the sacred fire, the touch of genius which could endow
them with life.
It would be perhaps too much to say with one of her
French critics that "it will be difficult henceforward to
picture England at the end of the nineteenth century without
recourse to the multiple and monumental image of it left by
Mrs. Ward," 10

but her works deserve a place among the novels

of controversy of the Victorian perlod.

They are essentially

of that' period although written when, in point of time, it was
8
9

10

~

Cit., p. 37.

~ ~., p. 63.
IDel~velly, ~

Modern English Novel, p. 56

,~

really over.
When Mrs. Ward abandoned history for fiction there was
disappointment in Oxford.

The historian, Freeman, after he

had followed the struggles of Robert Elsmere to the end, is
said to have remarked, "What a fool he was; and tor this kind

ot thing the West Gothic kings are lett untouched." 11 Mrs.
Ward

appr~ched

her earlier novels with a historian's serious-

ness and study, and her typical portraits, her analysis of the
intellectual and religious atmosphere are the result ot this
close observation.

Because ot this fact and because ot the

varioul categories ot admirers ot her books - men ot letters
and men of the world, ot hIgh rank and of middle class, of
scholars and of the comparatively uneducated, of skeptiCS
and ot the religious minded - her novels will have their value
for the literary historian wishing a commentary on one phase
of the thought of the nineteenth century.
11

Rowland Grey,

~~,

p. 888
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